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CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF NEGRO MIGRATION AND
FACTORS INFLUENCING RACIAL ATTITUDES
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO KERN COUNTY.
The Negro leaves the South for numerous reasons but
concentrates in a particular area mainly for economic con
siderations.

Worn-out soil and lack of scientific farming

cause him to seek new fields of livelihood.

He moves, pro

testing the South, and dreaming of sympathetic understanding
in the new location.
Negro migration has not been confined to recent
years.

For more than a century the Negro has looked to the

West as a haven of refuge and an escape from Southern in
justice.

As stated in the book, Cavalcade of the American

Negro:1
Fifty thousand Negroes, taking advantage of the
Homestead Act of 1B62, went West to live on the lands
and engage in mining and common labor.
Rose2

points out that most of the Negro migration to

the West has occurred in the past fifteen years; the great
est movement occurring during the last years of World War II
^Cavalcade of the American Negro, (Chicago: Writers
Program of the WoriT*Projects Administration Authority, 1940)
p. 55.
2ArnoId Rose, The Negro in America. (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1944), p p . ^ 3 ~ 6 7 .

Further* Myrdal^ thinks that the underlying cause of
the migration movement is the lack of discrimination In the
West* and the relatively great extent of the Negro migration
to California in the last decade is indication of a future
trend*

this, and the nature of the Southwestera industries,

would seem to account for the continued influx of legroes to
this area.
As a result of increased mechanised farming* the
movement will tend to be from the agricultural to the metro
politan areas*

the problems of the legfo are-likely to

increase as this movement develops because of the threat the
Negro will become to the economic welfare of the white man*
An expression of the problems that might occur as the result
of the migration to the West is stated by Gist:**
this heavy influx of Negroes in the great centers
is not only resulting in basic re-distribution of the
Negro population of the country, but also creating new
problems of inter-racial adjustment in larger cities.
the implication seems to .point to an adjustment in
t

industry where the Negro and white man may be in competition.
In skilled industry, seldom are the Negroes accepted,
they are barred by certain unions.

Members of the Writers

3Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma« (New York:
Harper Brothers Publishing Company),pp.!I87-1S9.
% o e l P. Gist, Urban Society, (lew York: Thomas
Crowell Company, 1945)7W v . S w - B T / r

3
Program of the Works Projects Administration in the State of

Illinois^ dwell upon the Negro union associationst
Twenty-one unions of the American Federation of Labor
exclude Negro workers by written constitutional pro*
visions. Included in this group are most of the railway
unions* the boiler makers* iron ship builders, machin
ists* the masters* mates* and pilots, telegraphers, and
blacksmiths, the electrical workers, sheet metal men,
plasterers, plumbing and steam-fittera, flint glass
workers, and journeymen tailors discourage Negroes
wishing to affiliate* As a consequence, the 12,000
Negroes of these trades are deprived of union protec
tion. And, though the carpenters and painters admit
them, the 35,000 Negroes in this field are discouraged
from joining . * * * The breach between the Green and
Lewis'organisations has madd the Negro conscious of the
influence of organised effort in ■accomplishing desired
ends. It is reasonable to suppose that the Negro will
be more than a spectator in the significant economic
and social surges of the next generation.
the above study was made in 1940*

Although denied

entrance to the various unions, the Negro is not always
barred from working where union membership is necessary*
However, his denial gives the white man, who can belong,
priority over the Negro . Often they are called in emergen*
cies or in strike infested areas•
The literature seems to indicate that the Negro has
found his greatest place as a servant to white society and
his own public, but even here he has competition.

As Eose^

points outs

^Cavalcade of the American Negro, op. eit*, p*
Six

P* ’69 •

neither in the South nor in the North are the Negroes
in the professional, business, or a4ad.nlstrative posi
tions, except when serving exclusively the Negro public
— and even in this they are far from having a monopoly
•# * • • When modern techniques transform old handicrafts
into machine production, negroes lose their jobs in the
former, but usually do not go into the factories; at
least not at the machines*
the mechanical age is driving them to the industrial
areas,

their ability to adapt themselves to these areas is

an important factor*

that adaptability is expressed by

Embree?:
greatest recent openings for Negroes have been in the
heavy industries# Over one million of the five and a
half million Negroes gainfully employed are listed as
in manufacturing and mechanical industries, 150,000 of
them shilled workers or foremen, and 225,000 semi
skilled workers.
As an example of the development of mechanised farm
ing, approximately 600 mechanical cotton-pickers have been
introduced into Kern County, California, during the past'
three years*

fhe effect upon the Negro in the rural areas

has been quite noticeable, as each machine has replaced at
least 40 hand pickers.
It is reasonable to expect, in spite of the mechani
cal cotton-pickers, that there will be increased migration
of the Negro to the West.

Industry, greater freedom, and

more lenient acceptance by white society of the West are
contributing factors.
~ -— w— «»—
.
'Bmbree, Edwin E., American Negroes * (New fork:
John Day Company, 1942), p7T3Tt

s
The outstanding production of cotton, potatoes, and
grapes has d r a m migrant Workers from many states to Kern' *
County*, where they find a climbs In- which they can life
regardless of their poverty#

For fifty-one years, there has

been an average temperature of 77*6 degrees*

Clothes and

shelter are not problems for survival*
In addition, the Negro people find an opportunity to
place their children in a social environment wherein they
may receive some recognition.

McWilliams^ says in regard to

this:
The desire of Negro youth is not for admission to
white society, but for a chance to support a way of
living which would mark anyone, white or colored, as
belonging to a culturally superior group.

Goldschmidt9 from his study of Wasco, California,
makes the following statement regarding the migratory move
ment to Kern County, California and the Wasco area:
Kern. County received the greatest proportionate in
crease of population of any county in the state, and the
rural areas in many eases show over S© per cent* Wasco
is a community with such a large influx. Approximately
2,000 persons came to Wasco from outside the state be
tween 1930 and 1939, according to the school survey*
Over two^thirds of these came from Oklahoma, Texas, and
Arkansas.
■11 111

ji1
"''.. ""i
°Carey McWilliams, Brothers Under the Skin* (Boston:
Little Brown and Company, 1943), p.297*
% a l t e r E. Goldschmidt, As You Sow. (New York;
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1947), p. 5fl.

The migratory movement to Kern County seemed to he .
somewhat curtailed from 1940 to 1944*. The concentration was
toward.industrial areas of the Pacific Coast, where the.
migratory worker found employment in.the ship yards and
other war-effort industries*

Higher salaries could be ob

tained on defense Jobs*
The above figures Were greatly increased following
World War II, as these jobs terminated and the movement was
to agricultural regions*

School*housing facilities in the

small rural areas were entirely inadequate to meet this tide.
In 1951 * migratory students constituted approximately 60 per
cent of the enrollment of the Wasco school system, and 70
per cent of the typically rural Buttonwillow school*
In his account -of Negro migration, Gist^® statesi
Between 1940 and 1945, 250,000 Negroes migrated to
the South, Midwest, and Pacific Coast areas, an in
crease of 113 per cent In the industrial areas * * * *
In tea industrial areas, for example, the Negro popula*
tion Increased 49 per cent in comparison with 19 per
cent rise in the total population of other areas of the
West {tos Angeles, Ban Francisco, San Diego, Portland,
and the Puget Sound district). The number,of Negroes,
increased from 107,000 in 1940 to approximately 230,000
in 1944* a growth of 113 per cent.
To give the reader a clearer concept of the increased
Negro migration to Kern County, and to aid in visualising

7
the problem of absorption by town and rural schools, Table
and Table II12 were compiled.
Similar information was not available.for the Wasco
system^ nor was it available for the iiacoin School at Bakersfield^

However, through interviews with administrators'of

both systems, it was learned that the pattern of yearly in*
crease or decrease in enrollment was similar to that of the
Buttonwillow Union School.
Table 11^

depicts the rather static migratory move

ment of the Negro into Hern County during the first years of
World War II, and the subsequent migratory movement to Hera
County and the Buttonwillow District, in the fall* of 1944.
A peak enrollment is noticed for the school year 194&-1949,
followed by a sharp decline in 1950*1951#
School enrollment figures at Buttonwillow showed an
increase of legro enrollment of 240 per cent between 1940-and
1949#
That there seems to be a gap between the ideals of
democracy and those in practice, as applied to the treatment
of Negroes, is well stated by losers

‘'liiee" page S*
^ S e e page 9#
‘'Nationality and race were not designated in reports
of these systems.
^-%ee page 9*
* %ose, op. clt., p. 9*

a

table

m m m f m n

m

in %mn
Mexican

i.

eacxal m m m m m o n

eowrr xri949

Hegro

White

Other

.9.2
Arvin
37.32
1.65
1.331.11
Bakersfield
11.07
11.73
75.99
Delano
3.12.
54.02
4.67 '
37.99
Wasco
32.22
£.56
8.78
.44
Bichland (Shaft er) 10.02
85.8
3.43
.75 .■
McFarland
35.92
.94
.39
12.71
Tehachapi
2.23
20.45
.75
76.52.
13.30
.18
Buttonwillow
14.47
66.55
Mohave
.5
£.51
. 90.9
Bo minority groups' iii the Taft District
Taft
Kern County
1.19
B.6
84,5
5.6
Bakersfield* 1932

.034

Hotei Percentage based on elementary school enrollment
figures projected by Kern County Chamber of Commerce -Bes earch Department*

SABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT OF
NEGRO, MEXICAN, AND WHITE STUDENTS IN THE BUTTONWILLOW
SCHOOL SYSTEM FOR TEARS 1940 THROUGH 1950

Percentage
Negro

Tear
1940-1941
1941-1942
1942-1943'
1943-1944“
1944-1945*
1945-1946
1946-1947
1947-1948
1948-1949
1949-1950
1950-1951
Not©:

5*5
3*2
4*6
4.5
14.2
12*8
13*08
18*8
4*
12*0

Percentage
Mexican •

Percentage
Ihite “

19*3
14*3
15*9
14*1
12*2
&
14*5
15*3
14*5
#
14*8

75.2
82 .5
79*5
81*4
' 83*. 6

;
%
;
7
'

72*7
71*62
67*1
■#
73*2

Percentage
Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
-100
100
100

Percentage based on elementary school enrollment*
*— Not Known

10
In principle ,< the Regro problem was settled long ago,
but the Hegro in America has not been given the basic
civil and political rights of democracy including fair op
portunity to earn his living,/which there was general
agreement when the American Creed was first taking form*
This lag constitutes the *problem* both to Negroes and
to whites.
How can favorable attitudes be engendered by society,
when laws such as quoted by McWilliams^ exist?
In most Southern states today, the races are sepa
rated by legislative enactment, in telephone directories,
in places of employment, in schools* Statutes provide
for separate toilets; separate pool halls; separate
busses and bus-drivers; separate teachers and separate
schools; separate hospitals, asylums, reformatories,
prisons, and orphanages* Even separate Bibles are .
provided in court for each race must swear to the same
God on a separate copy of the same text. In the South,
the races cannot play pool together, or box with each
other, or wrestle with each other* Railroads have,been
made liable in damages because a conductor, in making
the call for dinner, inadvertantly called a white person
at a time when Regroes were about to be served# Rail
roads must provide separate waiting rooms, separate
accommodations on trains* and even, if you please,
separate boxes on which passengers step in entering.
trains;'"likewise, separate entrances and exits* the
expense>occasioned by these regulations clearly con
stitute a tax on the entire traveling public in the
form of increased passenger rates*
In.Florida, Kentucky, Oklahoma, and Tennessee, it
is a crime for anyone to allow students of the two races
to co-mingle even in a private institution, and the
teachers themselves are liable* In Kentucky, if free
school books have been used by any one race, they cannot
thereafter be used by the other* In Louisiana, apart
ment house1owners cannot rent an apartment, to a person
of a different race from the existing occupants*
Furthermore, separate means completely separate*. A
school building divided into two sections is not suf
ficient! the buildings must be wholly separate in space*

^^McWilliams, op* cit*« pp* 306-30$*

It should be noted that these statutes not only make
provisions of separate facilities mandatory, but they
make all persons punishable who in any way nave failed
to observe the prohibition.
Washington, D . 0., the symbol of American democracy
permitted the following incident to happen as told by
Imbree^- when Marian Anderson sang before the Lincoln
Memorial:
Seventy-five thousand people stood patiently for
hours to hear a great artist at an historic moment.
She sang as never before, with tears in her eyes and in
her voice. When the words "America" and "Hobody Knows
do trouble X See11 rang out over that.great gathering,
there was a hush on the.sea of uplifted faces, black
and white, in a new baptism of liberty, equality*
fraternity, that was a touching tribute. But--— Mias
Anderson may not spend the night in any "good" hotel in
America
Bmbree continues In the same breath:
Recently she was again signally honored by being,
given the Eok award as the "most distinguished resident
of Philadelphia.f, let— — she eanft be served in many
of the. public restaurants of her own. city after it has
declared her to be its first citiaen.
So, with our right hand we voice to high places the
great who have dark skins. And with our left, we slap
them down to tkeep them, in their place1.
During a recent tour of the West, this same great
artist was engaged to sing in Bakersfield, Kern County,
California.

Mrs-. Douglas Jarrett1^ stated during an

""l^Bmbreey op. cit., p. 49.
^ M r s . Jarrett, a teacher and counselor in the
Lincoln School, Bakersfield, California, has done much to
coordinate the social activities of the Begro people in the
Bakersfield area.

interview with the writer, that following her engagement,
Miss Anderson was invited to attend a reception sponsored by
the elite of the city*

However,, when Miss Anderson under*

took.to obtain a room for the night in one of the Bakers*
field hotels, she was refused and found it necessary to
drive to ios Angeles, a distance of 125 miles*

She did not

appear at the reception prepared for her by the committee,
much to the indignation of those who invited her.

During a

later engagement, she was received at one of the Bakersfield
hotels.
California is one of the states giving consideration
to Civil lights*

These lights are generally aimed at the

further emancipation of the Wegr©>

For example, any pri

vately owned establishment, open to the public, may not
refuse service to Hegr©es*

Kcse*^ mildly describes-insults

endured by the legro people under Civil Eights:
*. ♦ * frequently the Hegro is effectively discouraged
from seeking service in these establishments: .by letting
him wait indefinitely for service, by telling him that
there is no more food left in the hotel, by giving him
dirty or inedible food, by charging him unconscionable
prices, and so on*
Civil Eights laws are difficult to enforce*
are numerous ways of avoiding or evading them*

there

Iven those

who would recognise the laws are kept from doing so by
social pressure and fear of being put out of business.

As

in the .South, the Negro is gladly received by the merchant
because he can extract the almighty dollar from him, and
send him on his way.

Many merchandise houses in California

will not permit Negro women to try on garments for fitting*
the article must be purchased and the Negro customer leaves
the store*
The Mrs* Jarrett, previously referred to on page 12,
points out a concrete example of denial of service to the
Negro people*

While enrcute to Bakersfield from a. Pareat-

Teacher Association meeting., held in Delano, ■California, Mrs*
Jarrett and the Negro mothers stopped at an eating establish
ment in Wasco, California, to obtain food*
refused service*

The women were

Bpon making more forceful demands, they

were served hamburgers, but requested to retire to a shed,
in back of the place, to eat*

this was not one of the

better eating houses, since all of those were off-limits to
Negro people*
The Negro point of view was illustrated by the pastor
t

of the Negro church at Buttonwillow during an interview*

He

expressed the belief that through education of our youth,
there is a chance to break down these traditional barriers*
The general opinion expressed at a meeting of Negro
people at Buttonwillow was that education of young people in
the appreciation of the opposite race, would be a step to
wards better race relations-*

At this meeting, the adults

admitted they were partially responsible for their children1©
unfavorable attitudes brought about by discussing racial
hatreds and ill-treatment in the presence of children*

It

was argued that their status in the West was far better than
that in the South*

However* there was a feeling that the

ostracism by the people of California was much more subtle*
California has Civil lights laws, though little is done
about the enforcement of these rights.
these same people expressed the opinion that in most
cases* only those having the funds to procure the services
of a lawyer could be assured justice as guaranteed to them in
the Constitution,

fable

shows the general trend of

favorable and unfavorable attitudes to numerous questions
put to this same group, when interviewed individually*
Adult negroes protested that the white man has
developed his attitudes by spurious beliefs about them*
Many of these had been handed down from generation to
generation, until accepted as truths.
How the mind of a child become© indoctrinated with
attitudes is illustrated by ftose^, in his discussion of
attitude© and prejudices?

'

See page 15*

21
Arnold Hose, America Divided* {Hew fork; Alfred A*
Knopf * Inc *, 194^), .p* 3^3
■

TABLE XII
PERCENTAGE OP FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDE RESPONSES
AS EXPRESSED BY IIEGRO ADULTS TO INTERVIEW
QUEST IOKIIAIRE *

Favorable

Unfavorable

Questions
x.
2*
3*
1|.«
Cf
I:
7,
8.
9*
10,
lie
12*
13.
Ik.
If
l6*

17*

18»
19.
20*
21.
22e
23*
2f
25.
2o.
27*

28*

* See APPENDIX D.

13*3

86.7

* 53*3
13.3
20*.
liA * f

k6,7

86.7
80,

33.3

06*7

100.
$ 0,
30,8
13.3
6k, 3

80.

Ik. 6

93,3
6.7

60.2
86*7
35*7
20*
85*4
6,7

93*3

0.

100*
100.
0.
0.
60.

0.
100.

100*.
kp«
Ik. 3
0,
ko.l

85*7

100.

86.7
100,
100.
13.3
Yes
No

0.
50..

53-9
13.3
0.*
0*

86*7
6l,5

38.5

the prejudice is never instinctive, but is taught--*
sometimes with great effort— especially by parents, and
occasionally also by other adults, older playmates, and
the various institutions with which the child comes in
contact* Unpleasant early experiences with members of
minorities are frequently mentioned in later life as
causes of prejudice, but the studies seem to show that
comes first, and selects out those unpleasant experi
ences to be remembered and later serve as the basis for
rationalization of the prejudice*
Quite general is the belief that the Negro is in
ferior mentally*

It has been proved that under similar

conditions of learning, they are as able to learn as the
white man*

the apparent inferior intelligence is the result

of lack of equal educational opportunity*

this lack and its

consequences are related by Rose^:
In the rural South, the one-room schoolhouse for
Negroes is fairly typical with all the elementary grades
taught by a single teacher in a single room* Negro
schoolhouses may be far apart* School busses are
generally provided for rural whites, but are rarely
provided for Negroes* the Negro school in the rural
South is kept open only about seven months of a year.
Negro children must work in the fields in planting and
harvesting seasons, and white planters give the signal
for the Negro schools to close or open* Another handi
cap is that Negro children must sometimes provide their
own books and other school supplies; white children get
these things free* the content of the elementary educa
tion in the rural South is almost unbelievedly poor; a
poorly trained and poorly paid Negro woman must control
and teach a group of children from poor and uncultured
homes in an overcrowded, delapidated one-room school
house where she must perform at least some of the jani
torial and administrative duties* She is also subject
to unusual-outside pressure*
Meanwhile, Southern Negro schools are going to remain
inadequate, the North will continue for many decades to

'^Rose"." op. cit* * pp. 2$9~29$*
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get untutored and crude Iegro.immigrants from the South,
these uneducated masses of Southern horn legrees will be
a heavy burden on the social and economic order In, the
{forth •
VJhat is said of the lorth could well apply to Kern
County, California.

Schools receive the Mold for-hls-age*

students from the South.
age levels.

They are placed in grades as to

Many teachers do not realise the dearth of

opportunity these young people have had.

Placed in a grade

far beyond their capabilities, the children are soon con
sidered too ignorant to learn, and become only tolerated.
Many overcome their handicaps and become, good average stu
dents.

Some develop the nl don’t care1* attitude, while

other students are given work permits in order to get rid of
them.
Other beliefs for which there is little or no
scientific evidence, such as becoming sleepy when working
with machinery, lacking mechanical aptitude, having Inferior
intelligence,, possessing offensive odor peculiar to his
race, and having abnormal sex traits, become topics of
conversation which furthers the breach between the races.
If the truth about such false beliefs can be success
fully brought to the attention of society, progress towards
a better understanding is more likely to occur.
4 legro senior, during an interview, stated that he
actually believed that if he were prepared. he would have

IB
equal chances with a whit# hey when applying for a job*

He

also expressed the opinion that it was his ^peoples* fault
for not rising to higher levels*

ie contended that as a

whole, the Negroes were satisfied to remain at a lower standard of living because it took less effort#

this student

maintains there are many who could rise above their degrading
level,' but make no effort;#
of ^Wbat* s the use?

Be says many have the attitude

1*11 only be stuck in a cotton field***

Another high school student stated, f,We are kidding
ourselves when we think we are to be accepted on
tural level with the whites#

my

cul

If our white associates don*t

keep us down, our own people will#*
these two students express contrasting attitudes
which are somewhat clarified by Sutherland^!
Every race contains countless more persons who could
attain high levels of achievement than do# Obviously,
those who do arise have ability,' but since many others
with equal ability never make the effort, the variable
must apparently be sought in some other condition#
# * * * The mass of Negro youth, however, is isolated
from the American dreami-isolated by economic conditions
which seem to make personal striving futile and by a
lack of participation in culture of *respectability *. ,* #
* * These youth" are called fno-count’ by a society which
counts as all important# .* * * Sad, therefor©, is the
awakening which comes to many of these youth when, upon
ractuation from high school, they find that communities
id not really mean to be liberal; that'although a
service club would help a Negro boy to complete

f

;Jlobert 1# Sutherland, Poler# -Class # and personality *
{Washington,: D* G.t American aouncIX on W u e s t iw ;
)T
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his high-■school course, its members would not give him a
job after school was over*
Earn County High School in Bakersfield does- make .an
effort to adjust socially the Megro youth through its
numerous clubs and activities*

these activities" bring about

free intermingling and social acceptance#
graduation, many head for the fields.

However, upon.

Nearly all acceptance

appears to end when the student leaves the school#
An example of what unity exists at the high school in
s

Bakersfield w$£L learned during interviews with high school
students, social workers, and the principal of the Lincoln
School in Bakersfield.

A Bakersfield business man established

a delicatessen and food counter close to the high school.

8e

was told by school officials that no restrictions as to race
should be made, sine© his business would be drawn chiefly
from the school.

However, the owner placed signs in his

establishment announcing no service would be given to
Megrees.

Ivery club organisation went on record as -refusing

to- patronise the new business*

fhe Hegro '.youths of-the

school went en mass© to the establishment and completely
demolished all fixtures*

So'4charges were brought against,

the student© and the man was forced out of business*
Although the school had accomplished much in developing
favorable attitudes among legro and white students, the
business man had destroyed, in a short time, what had been
developed in years of fair intergroup relations.

,4 more detailed account of racial attitudes in the
three communities surveyed for this study is given in the
fol1©w1ng chapters.

fil PROBLEM
Statement of the problem*

ffe# purposes of this study

were:
(1)

To dot-ermine the causes of unfavorable attitudes

within three schools and communities of Earn County*
Southern Califorfiia,. by?
(a)

examination of school records

{&}

interview of high school students

(e)

interview ©f teachers

(d)

interview of social workers

(e)

interview of counselors

(f)

written affidavits expressing favorable and un

favorable attitudes a&;observed' by teachers
(g)

on-the-job observations of' experiments in

improving race relations
(h)

a survey of authoritative studies on racial

conflicts found in both segregated and nonsegrated schools
(i)

■consideration of possible neglect of administra

tive duty
(2)

to determine the favorable and unfavorable racial

attitudes in the three ■eommunitiea and schools surveyed by:
(a)

©ociometric technique to determine racial

friendship selectivity, (see Appendix 1}

CbJ

use of Att itudes. t ■©action Questionnaire * {see

x 0)
(c)

interview of parents fey .Interview Questionnaire,,

{see A m e n d fx D ) .
(3)

to suggest a program whereby unfavorable attitudes

may fee -modified or changed and, as a result, more rapport
among white and legro students might develop,

Such,program

included:.
{a}

interviewing high school-'and adult groups of

fegroes.and whites to ascertain their personal viewpoints
in. regard to bettering relations.
(fe)

using visual aids depleting harmonious inter

group relationships for school and adult groups
{c )

demonstrating abilities of both groups to stu

dents and adults
(d)

fostering regard for and teaching of *human

relations9 fey parents and teachers
{e)

recognising leadership among the Ieg.ro students

tf)

supervision of school, activities

(g)
{h)

counseling, individual students
placing in the curriculum a program to develop

cultural and racial appreciation, and
{i )

impressing white society with its obligations, to

a democratic way of life*
the program placed in operation to attempt to modify
attitudes was begun in

1946

and carried on until 1949*

Importapc^.e£ the study# Three communities located
in lern County, California, were selected for the study?
(1) the Buttonwillow ■eowmi&ity, .luttonwillow*
California
(2) the Wasco community* Wasco* California* and
(3) the Bakersfield community* Bakersfield,
California*
The writer served in the capacity of administrator*
and teacher in the Buttonwillow Union School for three
years* and as teacher in the Thomas Jefferson School for-one
year*

Ho teaching was experienced in the Lincoln School hy

him*
During the early stages of the study* an atmosphere
of tension was discerned both among students and teachersi
the canse :of which seemed to stem from Hegro-white student
relationship*
laeial prejudices were openly expressed by teachers
and students*' the magnitude, o f 'this racial and social
problem which was disrupting the normal functioning of a
good-school and'creating an'unhealthy state of tension
among students and teachers was recognised#
laving had no previous experience with the colored
race* it was difficult at first to discover any concrete
reasons for the existing lack of rapport*

Decision was made

to undertake a survey of racial attitudes in the three
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schools*

The objectives of this were*

(X) to learn the

■cause of unfavorable attitudes* and 12) to- develop a program
whereby unfavorable attitudes would be replaced or altered*
Upon surveying further* it was found that a similar
condition existed throughout %he country*

la many in

stances* such condition was tolerated with relatively little
feeing done-to- change existing attitudes and behavior*
Living conditions for both colored and white-■migrant
families* whose children went to the- three schools studied*
in most instances* were so bad as to fee difficult to des
cribe*

Poverty and unsanitary 'conditions under which the

migrant families lived in .the three school areas were con
tributing factors to the unfavorable attitudes-within the
school*

The squalid shacks- in which these people lived were

provided fey the ranchers* their employers* and were some
times found adjacent to- a setting of luxury and wealth*
It was important to know how the attitudes of the
migratory group* both Jtegro and white* compared -with the
native born students* both' .legro and white*

Many of the

parents of the latter were well-established and most of them
were wealthy*
Extremely important was the task of determining upon
whom .lay the. responsibility for the unfavorable attitudes
and of developing a program whereby unfa\r©rafele attitudes
could fee moderated, if not changed altogether*

Organisation .of Chapters*
Chapter ,1. is a short history of the .migratory move**
merit of the iegro from the ‘South to Earn County* California*
and the social and economic reasons related to this movement#
Chapter II includes a complete statement of the
problem, the Importance of the study* and the organization
©f this paper#
Chapter III states the procedure of the .survey and
the techniques used in securing data#
Chapter I? contains a comparative analysis of the
three communities surveyed*
Chapter ¥ is a report of the more informal techniques
used in determining attitudes, together with some develop
ments resulting from the techniques used*
described in this chapter are:
servations ,

(3)

(X)

Techniques

interviews,

{2) ob

development of curriculum, and (4) visual

aids-*
Chapter ¥X is a report and analysis of the sociometric
and questionnaire techniques used in the latter stages of
the study {1949)*
Chapter ¥11 is a. summary of the findings, a discussion,
of the limitations of the study*', a report of the conclusions,
a listing of recommendations resulting from the;survey* ■”

CHAPTER III
METHOD OF PROCEDURE AND SOURCES OF DATA
Hr

Three communities and schools of Kern County,
Southern California, were used in the study of this report.
The communities and schools surveyed were:
1.

Buttonwillow, California

2.

Wasco# California

3*

Bakersfield, California

First study and experimentation in changing racial
attitudes through the curriculum was begun in
continued through

1946,

and

1949*

Numerous interviews were conducted with administra
tors, teachers, high school students, social workers,
counselors, and club members throughout Kern County.

The

viewpoints and expressed attitudes of all interviewed have
been incorporated in the text of this report.
To obtain information as to inter-racial selectivity
of friends, a "Racial Selectivity Friendship Sociogram,
was used as a technique in the Buttonwillow Union Elementary
School, Buttonwillow, California, and the Wasco Union
Elementary School, Wasco, California.

Results from the

kindergarten through the seventh grade were secured from the
Buttonwillow School, and from the first grade through the

*See Appendix B.

eighth grade In'the Wasco School.*

Responses were-obtained

from-232 Buttonwillow students and from ?39 Wasco students..
Actual 'numbers of responses from, each grade* and percentage
of selectivity’ for each grade were recorded for each school.
T o •learn the comparative favorable and unfavorable '
racial' attitudes as expressed; by migrant and native Call*
fornia children, an wAttitudes Reaction Questionnaire,
was administered to grades: five through fight of the Thomas
Jefferson School, a unit of the Wasco School system.

Results

were secured from 236 white students and 30 Negro students.
Consideration was given to each grad# level as to whether
the student was migrant or native born to the state of

,

>■-«««. -

«—

*.

« * » *

responses, as expressed by white and Negro students were
charted by grade, and by students native born to California
and-those who were migrant.

Percentages were based in all

■classes upon the entire number taking the questionnaire.
Any differences between the total percentages given and 100
per cent was due to consideration of those not responding to
particular questions..^

Final composite percentages of.

favorable and unfavorable responses for all grades and all
groups, with no consideration given to those not responding,

%>ee Appendix C.
3see fables III - XI.

were tabulated.**
A complete analysis of the results of the ^Attitude©
React ion Questionnaire^ was made*,

favorable responses 'were

indicated by a plus {*) sign, and unfavorable responses wereindicated'by a minus (-) sign*

the same nAttitudes Reaction

Questionnaire^ was submitted to the Lincoln School ■{for
Regress) in Bakersfield,, -California, but because of pro
nounced adverse reactions by the students, no figures wereobtained#

Causes of unfavorable' attitudes within this

school were obtained, through interviews-.
To -determine exact attitude responses of the Eegro
adults,, an ^Interview Questionnaire,!5 was. administered to
15 adult Hegroes.

Attitudes,., favorable and unfavorable, as

expressed- on the questionnaire were charted^.
To-, show the yearly percentage ■of increases in enroll
ment of races for the Buttonwillow School, betiueen 1940 and
—

A*

1951, school records were examined and c h a r t e d $j0 figures
were available* as to race, for the Masco and Lincoln schools
for this period*

% e e Appendices B - Q*
5$ee Appendix 13•
% e e fable XX-L, p* 15*
?See Table II, p* 9

Eacial concentration for Eern County in percentage as
of 1949 were obtained from the Bakersfield Chamber of
Commerce*0
An attempt has been made to show the role of the
school and the community in development of racial attitudes*
Attitudes developed through tradition and social pattern
have been pointed out. .Methods of changing or'.moderating
unf avorable attitudes within the school and community have
been suggested.*’

^See Table I* p« g.

the three Kern County communities studied have
certain differences and many similarities * two are small
(under 15,000) and the third is comparatively large, with
a population of 114,500.

411 are vitally affected by the

cotton industry, all have a good many migrant workers, and
all have racial discrimination in varying degrees*
Buttonwillow:

ffce smallest of the three, is'-the

Buttonwillow community, consisting of the small town of
Buttonwillow and the valuable ranches that surround it.
Buttonwillow*© very modern school, with its rose hedge, its
spacious tennis, basketball and volleyball courts and its
lighted athletic field, is the center of attraction in the
community*
the residential district of Buttonwillow is made up
of palatial homes of retired and active cotton growers*

In

close proximity to this expressed wealth, one may see the
squalid habitations of the poor and migrant workers-.

Many

of these quarters are without electricity and sewage disposal
facilities#,
Wasco;

fhe Wasco community differs from that of

Buttonwillow in that it is centered about a larger town, and
here the migrants live in a restricted area*

fhe iegrbes

particularly have been set apart 1b Wasco,

they live on a

twenty-acre tract, which has been subdivided and sold to
them in small lots,

it is virtually impossible for them to

move into a white neighborhood.
Here, potatoes add to the cotton crop.
As in Buttonwillow, the Wasco school is a center of
attraction, spreading over several acres.
Bakersfields

A thriving city of 114,500, Bakersfield

is situated in the heart of Kern County, reputed to be one
of the richest areas in the world.
districts reflect vast wealth.

Most of the residential

Passing from this display of

prosperity, one finds ^Cottonwood Bow,** the colored section,
and here conditions are quite different,

the white man has

very, little business in this area during the day, and he
keeps moving at night., The people who live in "Cottonwood
Bow11 have been separated from the rest of the city by un
written laws, which they seldom violate.
The Lincoln School is located near the colored sec
tion in Bakerafield and serves the Negro children and a few
Mexicans,

Attempts to enter Negro children in white schools

are discouraged.

White families living near the Negro areas

are asked to send their children to other schools in the
city,
Conditions among the colored families of all three
communities are generally very poor.

Buring cotton-picking

season we see the Hegrc and the white stooping together in
the drudgery of picking cotton.

Even old women ©ay be seen

pulling huge sacks of cotton behind them, for they too must
work if they are to live*

These people receive about #3.00

for each 100 pounds of cotton they pick, and.the average
adult is able to pick 300 pounds per day*

In 1950 the

ranchers received approximately. $37*00 per hundred pounds•
Bloat ranchers provide living, facilities for migrant
workers.

Many of these accommodations are inadequate, a

small one-room shack often, housing nine or more persons#
Some ranchers have provided for these people clean-looking
camps with.modern facilities.

But in most- instances housing

provided for Hegro habitation defies description.
One might question the child of -almost any colored
cotton picker and find fee had eaten beans for breakfast and
beans the night before.

The writer recalls an instance

while driving a school bus in iuttonwillow.
boy was eager to reach home that night*

A small Megro

Upon being ques

tioned, the little fellow said his family was going to have
meat for supper.

"The 11boss* 'had killed -a pig and had given

the lungs to the lad1s mother.*
Considering the wages paid, one might think that the
migrants should'live better*

The fattier and mother., however,

must plan to save- enough during their seasonal -employment to
carry them to another place or until another harvest. ‘ And,

as there-seems to bo no m< I. of the.increase in children,
there seems presently to be,no.,promise of a decent standard
of Hiring for them,
frices charged by.® any merchants of the three,,com?munities practically limit their merchandise to the wealthy.
t et, the poor migrant has no alt a m a t i v e .but to buy from
these merchants.
fhe squalid unpainted shacks of the Hegr© are the
poorest.in the community*

In Wascof water has been piped

to- the colored area and some have taken advantage of this
and piped water to their shacks*

there are no sewers.

A large tract of land, was opened for sale in Wasco
recently*

A sign was posted , reading:

^property for Sale.1*

Several iegro citizens asked if they could purchase lots.
they were advised that they could not at that time but if
they returned .later arrangements would be made,,

the next

day* the ttProperty for Sale®' sign.bore* in. bold letters,, the
words: ^Limited to Caucasians.^

this settled the matter-for

the prospective Hegro buyer.
In his study of Wasco, Goldschmidt^ makes reference
to segregation of the Hegro:
Any social advancement of a Hegro or Mexican, was
within his group; he did not enter'the social sphere

"iWalterAE. Goldschmidt , As Ton Sqw. {lew York?
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 19A?)i rpp?"59-60.
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of the white community. le had fewer social possibili**
ties, and his externality remained complete.*.* the
"Mexican colony" and the "nigger town11 still exist as
separate entities.•.because of the social harriers
that have been ■
‘created* and because of the limitations
upon economic advancement* the group as a whole remains
separate.
d igger town,** as it is commonly known, in Wasco, is
not alone in its shabby appearance,
appears much the same,

the Mexican colony

the legroes and the Mexicans have

one common bond— poverty.

Socially* however* they are far

apart.
the Wasco Colored Women*'©- Club was organised to
benefit the community and aid either colored' or white,

the

club*s colored welfare worker stated that two colored £ami~
lies— eleven members in one and thirteen in the other-had •
been denied aid by the County Welfare Department upon re*
peated requests— this, despite their having been in the.
community for three years,

their only aid came from the

Salvation Army* the led Cross* and their own people,

the

only social recognition of the Megroes within the Wasco
community was through the church,

further investigation

revealed that the churches attempting better social relations
were attended by the underprivileged and highly emotional
class of people.

Most of the people attending these-

churches live under conditions similar be those ©f the
Hegro.

The Eegro in the Wasco community , as in the. other
two, la regarded as another tool of industry, to he used by
the white man to further his ends*:

Such were the findings

of Goldschmidt2 in his Wasco study;
the dominant attitudes of the nuclear group towards
the iegro is one of complete superiority*.#•The Negroes
have escaped so many violations of their privacies and
legal rights by leaving the South that they feel well
treated.'
But satisfaction with their treatment, regardless of
what condition© they left in the South, was not reflected in
the results of this study as shown in later chapters*

These

colored people realise that their children have greater
educational opportunities, but they often feel that education
alone-is not enough' to enable them to crash the walls- of
acceptance in white society*
help*

They like to believe it may

Ooidschmidtf makes a- Wasco school observation?

The Eegro child is,frequently aggressive in over*
compensation and is condemned for not ’‘keeping his
Aggressiveness was found in. the Wasco school system,
and seemed especially prevalent in the intermediate grades*
An average of one year older than his classmates, the Eegro
child is larger and often accused of undue roughness and
belligerency*

Me associates criticism with his color and in

2Ibid.'.'"p. 67.
^Goldschmidt, loc. cit.

reprisal will foul the white boy when not observed by a
teacher.

Giving leadership and recognition to these offen

ders often overcomes the belligerent attitudes■and enhances
acceptance in the group*
In -none of the three communities studied were there
*, s

j

_

adequate facilities and. opportunities for Megro youth- to
participate in wholesome recreation.
park -area is free to them#

In Bakersfield, one

this park is located in an- area

of Illegal houses, nightly brawls-.,; and .obscene practices are
prevalent*

The park is frequented by drunks,, prostitutes*

perverts and dope addicts*

It was in this park some small

colored boys and girls were seen pouring water on a kegro
man, indecently exposed -and unconscious from either liquor
or dope*

the restricted recreational situation is not the

choice of the white or llegro child*

It is the result of

pressure from white society*
The legro child wanders from place to place seeking
recreation*

-failing to find wholesome re-creation, he,drifts

into socially unaccepted practices*

finally* he returns to

what he calls home— a shack, often thrown together with
boards or cardboard*

The limited income and social restric

tions placed upon the legro prevent further enlightenment.
The Work Projects Administration reports^

r'^Gavalcade of the American llegro % (Chicago: Writer©.
Program of "the'^ork'Projects'rrAdministration Authority, 1940)
p. 17*

The Negroes live in the *slums* or ”felighted areas”
and are kept imprisoned there by the un-American restric
tive covenants which prevent rental or purchase of
property outside of designated districts*' Bespits
vigorous opposition# these schemes to pen the Negro in
”biaek belts” are feeing slowly overcome with the aid of
the courts and enlightened public opinion#, which sees
in the housing chaos among Negroes a menace to the
entire community#
Since the above was written# in 1940# little change
has taken place#

Of the *peet~war* condition# Bose? has

this to say:
Even now# war and post-war prosperity have only
pushed Negroes above the line of semi-starvation or
dependency* They own little property; even their
household goods are usually inadequate and dilapidated#
Their incomes, are not only low# but irregular# Thus*they live from day to day# and have scant security for,
the future* Because of their economic situation# their
individual interest and savings, must fee narrow*
Surveys have been made with results showing the aver
age weekly income for white vetbrans range approximately 30
to 78 per cent above the income of the Negro veterans*
A

federal restrictions within our democracy have been
imposed upon the Negro*

Whether they go North or West#

where they are told great opportunities await them# the
Negroes find restrictions similar to those they left in the
&
Southi In regard to Federal restrictions* Rose says:
Until 1947# the Federal Sousing Administration in
effect extended credit to Negroes only if they built .

5Arnold Bose# The Negro in America* (New York:
■Harper and Brothers,# 19^4)'# p* *53.
^Arnold Bose* America Divided* (New forks Alfred
Knopf# Inc** 1948)* pTIillT"

or bought in Negro neighborhoods* and to whites only if
they build in white 'areas* which were under covenant not
to rent or sell to Negroes*
In general* the migrant workers come to these three
communities from states where school attendance laws were
not enforced*'

In many Instances it was, necessary to summon

the parents Into court before they .would send'their children
to school*
money*

Parents wanted their children to work and earn

Often the Buttonwillow School attendance officer

paraded up and down the- rows-of cotton* looking" for hidden
children.*
t
■Many of these children had attended slat to e ight
schools in a season#

they knew they would move on shortly

so they made little effort to learn or to cooperate*

Some

teachers tolerated them and' looked forward to the day when
they would move on*

In Buttonwillow, if a child was too old

for elementary school he was sent on to high school— often
to get rid of him*

Kls grade and ability were not considered*

fo complicate the picture further, certain religious
sects brought pressure upon the Buttonwillow School for
permitting children of those sects to participate in some of
the school* s activities*
The remainder of the text will be devoted to a report
on the various techniques used in determining the causes of
unfavorable attitudes'and the findings as a- result of the
survey*

C B A W E S ’¥
REPORT 01 THE INFORMAL TECBHIQCES USED TO
DETERMINE' UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDES AND THE METHODS
USED TO ALTER SUCH ATTITUDES
The study of racial attitudes began in 1946 and
continued until 1949.

from 1946 until 1949 such informal

techniques as interviews, observations, and study of records
were employed to determine the possible causes of observed
reactions within the school,*.-

An experimental program was.

placed in practice to attempt to correct some of the ©b*
served attitudes*

During 1949 the sociogram and question*

naire were used as techniques, to measure more accurately the
degree to which attitudes existed*
Hatred, bitterness, and racial prejudices were ob*
served in the Buttonwillow School from 1946 to 1949*.

Preju

dice was assumed to be the underlying factor in determining
the cause of the discord which existed between the Negro and
white students*

It was used a® a defense and was exhibited

in an unwillingness to appreciate the cultural traits of the
minority group.
Definite attitudes towards the opposite race were in
the minds of each child.

The question was whether these

attitudes could be changed or altered to the extent that a
better social relationship would exist.

Rather than depend on personal judgment and observa
tions of the unfavorable conditions* contacts were made with
all teachers*

Requests for written statements as to their

observations of discord and feeling were encouraged*

It was

of interest to know the part the school and teachers had in
the unfavorable attitudes expressed by the students*

With

this knowledge, a tentative program could be planned to
change or improve the existing conditions*
Excerpts from some of these letters will give the
reader an understanding of the feeling of teachers in the
Buttonwillow School*

One letter of interest in which his

own prejudices are expressed was written by Delmer Q. Nelson*
a teacher in the Buttonwillow system*
mission to quote Mr* Nelson*

The writer has per

He wrote:

The Negroes, Mexicans and whites amalgamate like so
much gasoline t water and mercury; also agreed upon by
church, clubs| and other organised society * * *-*
For fifteen years i taught in white schools, I have
taught three years in the Buttonwillow School* I have
accumulated more prejudice in the past years than in
all my fifteen years in white schools. My children
came to this community from white schools with strong
convictions that Negroes and Mexicans were identical to
white people with the exception of color* They now
definitely have convictions to the contrary* Negroes
should have the right to attend Negro schools with Negro
teachers* 'We do them great injustice by trying to force
them to become white. Our children are done a great
injustice by trying to make Negroes of them * . * .
Amalgamation of races in America and also in Buttonwillow
may come, God forbid * but it'will not make a superior .
race* Amalgamation will be hindered and racial preju
dice fostered and increased by forced associations*

Closely allied with the opinions of Mr* Nelson were
the findings of Prosser:^*
1* tn spite of the difficulty in securing direct
testimony* there is evidence from several sources indi
cating that teacher-pupil relationship in mixed*schools
are not as satisfactory as those in the segregated,
schools*
2* Children in the mixed group tend to be more
introverted than those in the segregated group*
3• The evidence regarding attitudes of superiority
and inferiority reveals more mental conflicts for
children in mixed schools*
Mr. Nelson was born and reared in the South.

Any

Negro or white child would readily sense this man's atti
tude;

This teacher volunteered very little service to the

program which sought to bring about more favorable relation
ships among the students*
1949*

The above letter was written in

Recently, Mr* Nelson explained without hesitation

that it _gave him pleasure now to see— not m

unusual sight--

Mexican, Negro and white children all sitting at the same
table playing cards, or freely playing together at other
games at their, club-house*

Has this teacher1s attitude

changed?
Further expression of attitudes was related in a
letter from another teacher* M r . C * J. Saterlie, in the
Buttonwillow School:

Inez B* Prosser, ^Non-Academic Development of Negro
Children in Mixed and Segregated Schools,n (Unpublished
Doctor* s dissertation, the University of Cincinnati, 1933)>

We teachers of the BmttomwiXlow school were to some
extent looked down upon by teachers of other schools,
because we had so many Ifegro children in our'school;
thus giving the impression that they thought such a
position was below their dignity* Here is a perfect
example of race prejudice among the so-called educatedclass towards members of their own profession*
Since 1 have been discussing problems in eradicating
race prejudice through education of children, possibly
I have H h e cart before the. horse**1 We 'might have to
educate the teach era first * .* * * X m certain there
is discrimination against iegro children by some
teachers as to the amount of help the teacher decides,
to give the child because his skin happens to be black
* *."* * 1 firmly believe that our schools are the most
■effective place to attack our race problem* The attack
should begin in the kindergarten and continue through
college* History has proved time and again that indoc
trination of young children brings forth m ore1results in
one generation than any form, of compromise or re
education of adults in many decadesi
The evaluation by this teacher of the imter-racial
problems

of the school, and the

them, is

excellent*

school*s

responsibility for.,

He was expressing and carrying out the

ideals of democracy in his teachings
Miss Lila Ault, a primary teacher, stated that there
was difficulty in getting the small mixed groups to sit
together or hold hands together in games*

She attempted a

better understanding by having them sing songs like ttWorld
Neighbors,” which goes in part;
Let ms be friendly everywhere we go*
Helping each other every way we know,
Being a neighbor to each race and land,
Is the way to peace today.*
Let*a try to understand*
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She wrote:
It helped i We are still trying to understand and
have gone a long way* What an'opportunity for the
teacher in the elementary grades* for eight years to
help children of several nationalities to live happily
together, learning from each other, and growing in
appreciation of what each has to contribute* then we
go along towards wpeace through understanding.*
A beautiful expression from a conscientious teacher*
Through the thorough cooperation of Mr. Sruee Crawford, Superintendent of the Buttonwillow Onion School* an
experimental, but highly gratifying, program was initiated*
The schedule was reorganised to devote the last period of
the day to special activities*

Capable teachers volunteered

their services to conduct classes in advanced art, tumbling,
mixed chorus, dancing, military drill, home demonstration,
personal hygiene, and home making*

Each student in the

seventh and eighth grades was asked to register for any two
he desired*

Military drill, mixed chorus, tumbling, and

dancing were favorites of boys and girls alike*

Soon it was

recognized by the white group that superiority was shown by
the Hegro students in all four classes*

It was impossible

to point out particular leadership in tumbling and chorus.,
but in military drill, the white groups were drilled by
!Iegro boys and girls, as were Hegro groups drilled by white
leaders, each accepting his orders and commands with respect
and grace*

The military drill, tumbling, and chorus groups

were taken throughout the county on demonstration tours,

where the success and abilities of both white and Negro
students were received with acclaim*

Negro and white

students were in all groups*
As a result of this and other activities, the Negro
■students were accepted in many social •functions ©f the
school, and were treated with greater respect by other
schools during inter-school activities*

loth white and

colored students were much happier and expressed more
favorable attitudes*

less trouble existed throughout the

school *•
As an outgrowth of the dancing class, mixed groups
could be seen every noon hour dancing together on a large
tennis court used for the purpose.

This dancing was con

ducted and supervised by two teachers*

the equipment and

music were handled by the students .
the above program provided an opportunity to learn
about the individual and his reaction in and toward the
group.
The white man exploits his belief that "he knows"
the Negro, but ignorance of the other group is astonishing.
\v

Seemingly the^greatest failure has been the lack of knowl
edge of the individual rather than the group.

One needs to

learn of the Iegrofs ambitions, his hopes, desires, accom
plishments, and capacities,

lor does the Negro know how

white people live and think bn his own level,

In most

oases he believes white people think ill ©f him*
■Beither the Wasco School system nor the Lincoln
School in Bakersfield had a.program wherein the individual
might be recognized, or where his abilities could be brought
to the .general, public as a social contribution*

Some Negro

boys served as safety patrolmen in the Wasco School, which
was small recognition*
As stated by Finefeergt
While there is much that you can do as an individual,
the greatest contribution that you can make towards
eliminating prejudice and its ill effects is in the
larger fields of better employment, opportunities,
educational facilities, housing, recreation, and other
requirements of good living.
Most of these conditions may be assisted by a wellrounded curriculum within the school, and an alert community*
In conjunction with the school program the students
were permitted to decorate and use for a club-house an old
army building, located on the school grounds*

this place of

recreation was supervised by a male teacher hired by the
district for this- purpose*

fhe club equipment was financed

by local adult organizations,

the building had several

rooms, each of which was used for various types of recrea
tion:
others*

checkers, card games, reading, ping-pong, and many
A beautifully decorated coke bar was maintained

^Ardhil S* Fineberg, Punishment Without Grime._
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday and 5dmpaiy,rrnfnc*, 1949),
p • 229•

where the young people could purchase refreshments*

Wear

the club-house were a lighted athletic field and tennis
courts,

Every night, hundreds of young people and adults

would frequent this recreation center*

All were there for

the purpose of mixing together and having a good time*.
in another part of town, an active police department
was showing free films to the young people*
sponsored the "Boys Club,"
minded*"

these men

town organisations became "school

Few young people got into trouble*

A window or

light bulb was seldom broken*
.Several iEter*raclai filmed were obtained and shown
to classes in Wasco*

However, when the teachers were

notified that the films were available and reminded it would
be of interest to see them, few teachers responded or
cooperated.
there are current movies that are excellent.

Among

the better ones are: (I) "Crossed Boundaries" and (2) "Bo
Other Way Out."
Since the showing of two of these educational films,
"Boundary Lines" and "Brotherhood of Man” , in the Wasco

Brotherhood of Man * Boundary "Lines* Americans All ,
~The House- i blve
e "Story,“of rir.
'
t'lSgrtv*' The.gammon 'Cause » f e g r o ' S c S S I f f l * ieiro'farmer,
H e&ry Broimirf£^aTBoy'.iKSSqg^a:iSend'V'Make'HWay for fouth, "and
Sol^or'"of'Man.'' T U I 'of the se titles may be optained from the
Religious'""film Association, Suite 7&2, Eleven West.FortySecond Street, Hew fork IS, Hew fork*))

School, much’unfavorable react ion has been expressed by 'the'
eiti&ene of Pasadena, .California^ over their showing#

4 few

people declared the films to'be socialistic'■or' communistic' in
nature*

Mo such reactions were' found among -teachers in-the

Masco- School system*

Possibly the showing of more inter*#

racial •films to public gatherings-.and club groups might
alter some of the unfavorable attitudes harbored by''Many
adults*'
Programs worthy of presenting to a student' body for
the. purpose of a better understanding of racial- contribu*
Cions or cultures, are worthy of presenting to the public*
An effort-"-should be made by the school to place such programs
before the -people*.

Educating the public- to the- ideals, of

democracy as an objective of our schools, is important*
denning-s^ suggests the discussions of cultural topics
and the pointing out of great leaders of the minority
groups*

the task is to allow children to grow with, rather

than against| each other*
is important to display'what those in one’s group
can do, and can do well*

the schools seem to fail in this

respect*

%ranklin Patterson, nfhe Public and Controversial
F i l m * * * ,§ge and hear, February 1951, PF* 14*1?*
% e l e n K» dennings, ^Sociometry in Group lelationsw
(Washington, &, £*, American Council on Education, 1948),
p* 85*

<-iurrey?#.- in her study of Educational and Vocational
Guidance of Megroes in the Eos Angeles schools, lays.the
blame for'attitudes of the- Begro youth greatly upon the
school,

$he states'that- guidance' for them has been faulty*

frankness with them should be employed to gain a firm foot-*
ing.it and give -them the opportunity to express' themselves and
to show their leadership# which- is suppressed in our schools*
Through interviews-with numerous counselors of He-gro youth#
she learned that their philosophy was that the student
(Megro) should learn for himself# get his own knocks, and
enter fields partially open to him*.

However# -she concludes

that these young people are not advised frankly as to what
fields, they should enter*

They are permitted to aspire to

higher levels, only to find# when they have finished that
they do not fit and are not accepted*

She finds that Begro

.adolescents •should be cautioned and directed with frankness*
This will lead to increased morale and an- effort on their
part to gain superiority in a field of their''.own..■choice*
Hacial prejudices# she states# will often melt away by
demonstrations of 'superiority*.
through,the curriculum*

All this can be accomplished

One of her final conclusions in

general was- that there should- be an enrichment of our
curriculum and extra-curricular activities,
"vwilla I* Currey # ^Educational and Vocational Guidance
of Begroes* .(unpublished Master 1s Thesis, University of
California at Los Angel as) * pp* 38**39*
;

”J

Xn presenting the Negro child before the public, the
school, should he careful to depict hi® la roles similar to
the white child.

Often he is featured in traditional roles,.

not becoming to our democratic way of living.
During an interview with M m Douglas J&rrett, counselor
and,teacher at the Lincoln School in Bakersfield, she related
that during a parade in Bakersfield at. which all schools were.
represented, those of.the Lincoln School contingent were
dressed'as clowns*

Again., when, there was a parade of, the

iflags of nations, a white boy bore the African flag#

the

boy was smeared with black grease paint with his mouth
accentuated with red paint*

tactless, unthinking teachers

are responsible for the above inconsistencies.
In discussion as to what can be done to make demoe*
fk
racy functional, Sutherland lists ways.in which democracy
■

■

develops?

1* Changing attitudes through public discuss ion.
Agencies listed'were? federated women's clubs, parents*
groups, teachers* organisations, youth agencies, service
clubs, and chambers of commerce*
2.
Changing attitudes through presenting the Negro
in a new role.
Because white society has the idea that the interest
of the Negro evolves around jaz2, singing folk songs, or
discussion of social problems a set pattern of this nature
—

....uKn ......

Eobert Sutherland, Color..“Class, and Personality.
(W a s h i n g t o n B .C.1 American douncil dii Education, T^'2)
pp.

often follows when mixed groups come together for entertain-*
stent *

Possibly, qualified Hegro speakers should he brought ii

to speak on current problems*
The United States Office of Education^ has decided
to sponsor five types of projects to bring about a better
understanding of the Segro and to further his advancement in
society*

Three of these are already under way* and two are

to be undertaken soon*
1* A series of dramatised radio programs and. trans
criptions on the participation of Megfoes in American
life* The major purpose-of these programs will‘be-to
assist in the promotion, of national unity in spirit and
in fact♦
2* An investigation of the sources and units of
study on and about iegroes in school and colleges in
order to ascertain the number of institutions offering
such courses and units* and the nature of the work
offered*

3* A leaflet on the contributions of $ ©gross to
American culture to be included in the packet of
materials for elementary schools being distributed by
the newly created ■*information Exchange**
4* A series of pamphlets on education, and. harmony
with the national defense* now in process of publican
tion* including- in appropriate sections* discussions
of the contributions of legroes to American culture*
Bakersfield* California* is one of the many cities
„that has started a program to bring about better group re*
lotions*
T i n . If

,1,1, ,":.

Initiating this program* are a number of eltfsens
H",

l

..inn

7Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop
ment of the national Education Association, Audio Visual
later lain of Education* (Washington B* G*: yearbook.
pp* 65-105.

composed of the various races and nationalities represented
in the city,*

their organisation is called the ^Council on

Inter-group Relations♦*

the,organisation was active in

promoting social activities whereby the races and nation**
alities could be consolidated,

An extract from their

Constitution, showing the purposes of the organisation is
presented*

4"
the purposes as written into their.constitution

are as follows:
1* To achieve human rights and freedom of opportunity
for all, without prejudice or discrimination due to
ancestry, race or creed.
2* To practice and encourage mutual understanding and
goodwill that all persons may live in peace and harmony
with one another as good neighbors*
3* To pool efforts and bring into active participa
tion all the varied groups of the city, to anticipate
and resolve tensions arising between racial, religious,
nationality, labor and employer groups*
4* To pursue fact-finding and research and to bring
findings and achievements to the attention of the public
through meetings, speakers, press, pamphlets, and other
appropriate methods*
Recognition of the organisation should be countenanced,
but one questions the purpose of some of the members of any
such organization.

Gould the objectives be of a subversive

nature towards our government?
to each meeting.
nations *

Considerable time was devoted

There were bitter expressions of discrimi

Discriminations did and do exist, but dwelling on

them merely furthers contempt*
^Extract from letter, from the secretary for the ^Council on
Inter-group Relations* organization*
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In the opinions.of Spellm&rv^, T h o m p s o n ^ , and
Fras&ier^.,. authorities for the Association for Supervision
of Curriculum Development of the National Education Associa
tion , the development -of a better understanding, the altering
or overcoming of racial prejudices* and the development of
better social structure between Megro and white youth must
come through the school#
needs of society*

Today*$ culture must meet the

Through, the influence of a new curriculum,,

an influence on the way people live can be noticed*

The

curriculum must be directed to create a greater understand
ing of the cultural contributions of others*

A well designed

program acquaints one group with the characteristics, possi
bilities, and contributions of the other group*

With the

general welfare of society at stake, color of one* s skin is
not important*

The legro must be treated as any individual*

The community can easily undo that which the school
has accomplished.

One objective of the writer was to obtain

the cooperation of the Hegro adults of the Buttonwillow

^ C . X * Spellman, ^Notes on Intergrating the Megro
Minority,” (Published for the University of lorth Carolina
Press, 25?217-2lg), Oct. 1946, May 1947.
^3-Warren
Thompson, PopulatIon Problems* {Sew fork
McOraw-iill Publishing Co., 1947}> pp* 167-1BO.
^Franklin C* Frasier, The ie&ro Family in the United
States, (Chicago* The University of Chicago Press, 1939),
pp. 205-209*

community*

When the Hegro members were to sponsor the

program at a regular meeting of the Parent^feachers Associa
tion, an opportunity was presented to observe them*

Approx^

imately one hundred Ifegro adults attended the meeting*

At

the close of the program, the .Degrees and any interested in
cooperating in arrangements, for future meetings were asked to
remain*

Every one remained,, and'listened as the purpose of

the study was explained*

Permission was requested from a

board member in attendance for use of the cafeteria for the
future meeting,

the board member responded that he was

sure an arrangement could be made, however, he would present
the request at the next meeting of the board members, and
give notice of the result*

Later the Megro people were

denied the use of the cafeteria for the meeting, with no
reason offered other than that the request had not come
directly from the Negroes.
thereupon, the pastor of the Megro Church made it
possible for a meeting to be held in the church.

There a

two-hour discussion was held where many problems were
discussed freely.
To obtain favorable and unfavorable attitudes from
the adult viewpoint, a questionnaire^ was administered*

Results^'of the questionnaire were tabulatede

The adult

questionnaire'was used’to determine.’the relation .between
attitudes of adults and .attitudes of children..'
Severance of social relations was- found to be far
greater among, adults than, in the school..
were, more fixed...

M u l t attitudes

Attitudes as expressed by the'chili were,

foimd to be directly Influenced'by the parent.

Evaluations

of the results of the student questionnaire* Ohapter fl*
explain this £ull£*
To depict the influence school administrators. "have
within their community* a contrasting picture as it mow
exists within the same ButtonwilXow community i$ offered.
The program as described was carried out between the years
of 1946 and- 1949*

Since then {1949) the superintendent has

taken a -better position in-.another school*, the chief of
police was accidently tolled*, and the person making this
.survey has accepted another' position..
The special activities program was discontinued' in..
the -school-# the club-house was- abandonedr and the ftBoys*
Club** became inactive..-

Through interviews with teachers

{1950) it was'learned that racial disputes had become’
numerous in the school-..
broken, frequently.

Vandal ism was common* windows were

Mssatisfaction ran high among the

i4$ee fable 111* p.1 5 .
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teachers*

Closely related to the program in the Button-

willow-,School are the ideas expressed by Jennings^.
In order to study the significance of children*s
associations, we need to know not only the specific
pattern for each case at a given moment, but also what
the pattern means. Does it point to a full rich group
life in which there is wide understanding and mutual'
communication among the other members, or does it show
a series of cut-off segments with only meager and inter
mittent connections between? Four characteristics have
been discovered to differentiate group life with-high
inter-action and high morale* One of these is the ex
tent of the network of associations between children.
This will determine who will communicate with whom, and
how group thought and feeling were ventilated throughout
the group*
Another is the number and kind of leadership positions
produced in the group* This Indicates the capacity of
the group to permit and to use individual differences in
the equipment of its members* A third index is the
extent which members of the group who have least prom*
inert locations in it, appear related to most prominent
members* The leadership position this operates is a
vehicle for members who are least chosen to find a voice
in group life* A fourth index is the variety of the
roles which individuals in the group have in relation
to one another. It makes a difference in the fullness
of the group life whether all individuals come to feel
they must have mutual relationships with few people, or
whether they can and do express a variety in kinds of
relationships.
The association patterns are important* The question
-«*what opportunities are there for childrens feelings
for each other to function openlyr such as whether or
not children who want to help each other, can do it
legitimately?— is frequently asked.
Although the program had deteriorated, it was thought
that attitudes would be better in the Buttonwillow School
for having had a good program at one time*

Evidence of this

being true is brought out in Chapter fl*
'"l?!elen"h . Jennings, ffifsing Children*s Social Eolations
For learning,* (Journal of Educational Sociology, 21t 268-280,
Sept'* 1947-May $ 5 W T T “~ ~

BEfAiUB

m m m of tm
m m m x m s m m got;

Previous Studies*

and

qmmiomam

in t h e s e a m

Becau.se of industrial changes and

the increased movement of minority groups throughout the
Baited States* it has become necessary to include these
minority groups in other communities and previously segre*
gated schools«
problem*

In many instances this has become a

Efforts have been made to discover the causes of

the' existing unrest that seemingly....evolve when minorities
come into areas affected*

numerous studies have been made

to discover and alter the attitudes which cause most die-*
burbaaces*

Before going into a discussion of this study*

some of these studies sEll be briefly reviewed*
Among these surveys were those mad© by lasker^,
Minard^, Hunter3* Horowitz^, Beckman^, Moreno and
Trnr lirun© Xasker* lace Attitudes in- Children {New fork:
Henry Holt and Co#* 19^C h
% * B* Minard« "Study in Char act erf” Baoe Attitudes
of Iowa Children* Bnxversity of Iowa,Study* 1931# 4# No* 2*
W. Hunter* ^Comparative Study of the Helationship
Existing Between the White Eaee and the Negro Bace in the
State of North Carolina and in the city of N* T«* (Maater,s
Essay in Solumbia^lliiiversity library* 1927)*
% u g e n e ■h »■ Horotfits * "The Development of Attitude
Toward the Negro*" Archives of Psychology * 1936, No* 194*
5a , $* Beckman* "A Study of lace Attitudes in Negro
Children of Adolescent Age*" Journal of Abnormal and Social
Psychology* 29:IB-29* 1934*
"

Jennings^'.*, Criswell?,, and Eussell® (Eichmond School,

California*
taskers: From his suggestive study of racial attitudes,
tasker reports conflicting opinions as. to race relations .in
■mixed Hegro^whlte schools,*,

Some ’teachers find no. evidence

of race feeling in the classroom and state that it crops out
only in playground fights*

Other teachers reported' that the

children' naturally group themselves racially and. that there
are no close relationships between whites and negroes*
lasher notes the attitudes of teachers in developing school
prejudices-*
Hunter gave a race,attitude questionnaire to groups of adult
Megress and whites,*

This experiment concerned only attitudes

toward the ffegro and white race*

'Prejudice was found in both

negroes and whites*.

Southern degrees had as 'much prejudice

as lorthern whites*

fegroes objected to whites, chiefly on

the ground of segregation and economic discrimination*
lerewitg conducted an experiment of selective choice, of
pictures of white and Hegro students*

.Selections were made

J, 1* Moreno and H* 1* Jennings* Advances in Soei©~
metric Techniques*1* See.tos.ctrfe levley* 1.916*
?*foan I* Sriswell, #k Sociometric Study of' lace
Cleavage in the flassroom1**-Irckives^of Psychology* 33il*4&

1939* "

"

~

%avid I*. Bussell, ^Influencing attitudes Towards
Minority troupe in a Junior High School..,*1 School leview,
..
$ 5 i303» » & 3 * December 1947#

by students from the kindergarten through the eighth grade#
He concludes that race preference© .are due not- to experience
with the -other race, hut- to contact with 'the race- attitude
present in the ecxnmunity#
Beckman in his- investigation of adolescent and adult fegrees
to determine their earliest, direct' contact with'anti^iegro:
feeling in whites* reported that white teachers discriminated
against Hegro children by giving them unjustly low marks, 'by
barring them from certain class activities, 'by segregationof seating, by emphasising slavery in the history lessons,,
and by making favorites of the lighter children#
Moreno and Jennings state as a result of studies made by the
sociometric procedure, that children enter school with race
preference already in the process of formation#

They perceive

physical ■differences between -races and absorb some hostile'
attitudes -.from parents and -other members of the community*
Eejection of opposite races becomes increasingly pronounced in
the high school years*

through the curriculum and teachers,

attitudes may be modified, but the greatest influence still
resides in the wider social pattern of which the pupil is a part*
friswell* as "a result of her extensive sociometric study found
pronounced race cleavage in grades five and' six..

The fourth

grade class also -showed strong withdrawal of the iegro minority
and the. white majority,*

As the percentage of the group .grows

in a school, the self preferences also'become.'-more.established*

In partial summary, Criswell states?
1* The three younger grades come nearest to racial
fusion mainly because of the inter-racial friendliness
of Negroes, natural withdrawal or racial groups become
consistent at grade 5*
2* Mo age level was characterised by homogenous
bi-racial groupings, since there was evidence of self
preference in the white race from kindergarten on;
3. By grade six, the two groups each tend to attach
prestige only to their own members.
4. White children surpass Megroes in self preference
and show more assimilation of community attitudes than
do colored children*
5. Racial character of a group becomes more conspic
uous when it is relatively small in size.
6. White boys and girls prefer their own race, but
choose Megroes as late as grade 6 or 7 * 1 By grade B,
inter-sr*adial choice has almost completely ceased to
cross racial lines*
Russell, Bichland School, California:
the purposes of the investigation were (1) to study
attitudes toward Americans of European origin and toward
Megroes in a junior high sehool serving a California
community which experienced a tremendous influx of workers
for war production, (2) to discover whether such atti
tudes could fee influenced favorably by assembly programs,
and the reading and discussing of materials which
describes some cultural, scientific, and athletic
achievements of these people*
Bussell initiated a program after demands by parents
for segregation and threatened student strike*

Grice’s

’’Scale for Measuring Attitudes toward Races and Mationalitie]§*, was administered two months after the beginning of the
program.

Favorable attitudes toward Megroes rose 7*2 per

cent in the area above 6.0 or that point of difference on

the Attitudes Seale*

this email increase- suggested that

attitudes towards iegroes are difficult to change through a
school program.

The results did suggest that, though home

and community influences may he unfavorable, the school can
make a positive contribution, however slight, to the develop
ment of favorable attitudes toward minority groups, even in
a relatively short time.

It was also brought out by this

experiment that teacher attitudes and behavior seem to be
*^1^/
among the most potent influences. in the formation of atti
tudes at.this-: level*.

It was^beneluded that a prolonged

school program, backed.by a teacher who has favorable
attitudes towards minority groups,, can do much to Improve
attitudes, bven in communities of 4his type*
To determine./ if social relations were better in
Buttonwillow than in Wasco, where there had been no program,
a "Racial Selective Friendship Sociogram,"^ was used as a
technique in the Bottonwillow and Wasco Schools,
The sociometric technique used in this study was
primarily for the purpose of determining how members of one
race spontaneously selected or rejected members of another
raee through friendship.

The technique assisted also in

determining the degrees of isolation of races and nationali
ties.

White, Mexican, and Hegro students were considered*

^See Appendix B-*

the technique assisted in discovering whether isola
tion becomes more evident as the student progressed in
maturity from the kindergarten through the eighth grade%
further* it was determined by the sociometric
technique whether isolation was more pronounced in either
of the two schools surveyed* with quite different educational
programs and where the viewpoint of administrators toward
races was quite different•
For the soeiemetrie study* nine selective groupings
were usedi
li,
2v>
3•
4*
5*
6;
7*
d*
9o

Hegro selects Hegro
Hegro selects .White
Megro selects''Mexican
Mexican selects Mexican
Mexican selects White
Mexican selects Hegro
White selects-.’White
White selects Hegro
White selects Mexican

For this experiment, cooperation was solicited by
the writer,from administrators and teachers of the two
schools*

Bespouses were extremely slow by most teachers and

many contacts were necessary*

Ho response was secured from

any of the four kindergarten teachers in the Wasco system,*
■and m

response came from the first '-and eighth grade

teachers at Buttcnwillow*

However, friendship selections

were secured from 739 Wasco students and from 232 students
from the Buttonwillow school*
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Figures 1 (p.

63)

and 2 (p.

64)

depict percentages of

friendship selectivity by grade and selective grouping for
the two schools*

Figure 1 represents the Buttonwillow Union

Elementary School, and Figure 2 represents the Wasco Union
Elementary School.
fables XIII and XIV,{pages

65

and 66) represent the

number of students expressing friendship responses by grade
in each school,

fables XV' and X9T (pages 6? and 60) repre-

sent selective groupings, the number of responses from, each
grade to each selective grouping, and the total composite
percentage of responses to each selective grouping for both
schools•
A stpdy. of
r;V
'
definite contrast

Figures 1 and 2 illustrates quite a
.\
//
in the amalgamation of students in the two

schools, 'with isolation being more pronounced in the Wasco
Union Elementary School.

Isolation becomes more evident as

the student approaches maturity in both schools, with com
plete cleavage of races in the seventh and eighth grades in
the Wasco school.
In all instances the isolation of the groups within
the iuttonwillow School was less than that of the Wasco
School.

Results of the study seem to indicate that amalgam

ation, even though far from perfect, is superior in the
Buttonwillow School where effort was mad© over a period of
years t© bring about a better state of inter-group relations.

TABLE XIII
NUMBER, BY GRADE, OF NEGRO, MEXICAN, AND WHITE STUDENTS
SURVEYED BY RACIAL SELECTIVE FRIENDSHIP SOCI0GRAM
IN THE WASCO SCHOOL SYSTEM

Hegro

,?

11

'6

7

10

10

5>

11

6?

Mexican

3

19

7

1Ll

20

16

2

23

101

White

37

69

50

13tl*.

109

72

20

100

571

Totals

if.?

99

63

132

139

98

2?

13if.

739

TABUS XIV
HUMBER, BY GRADE, OP BEGRO> MEXICAN, AND SHITE STUDENTS
SURVEYED BY RACIAL SELECTIVE FRIENDSHIP SOCIOGRAH
IN THE BUTTON# ILLOW SCHOOL.SYSTEM

Grades
Iffch 5 tlx

6th

?th

It

3

.9

32

I-

3

15

10

ij-6•

36

15'

1?

36

2?

52

22 . 2k

[Sk

46

K

,2nd

3rd

Hegro

a

[l

7

6

Mexicali

p

’3

9'

White

7

l6

Ik

ao

Totals

r*

K - Kindergarten

Totals

8th

iSk

"

232

TABLE XV

FRIENDSHIP SELECTIVITY BY GRADE, TOTAL SELECTIVITY,
AND PER CENT OF SELECTIVITY, AS EXPRESSED BY
NEGRO, fffiXIOAN, AND WHITE STUDENTS
IN THE WASCO SCHOOL SYSTEM

Totals
2 .3
Megro selects Begro
Begro selects White
Hegro selects Mex*

5
6
1. 0
2

2
k
0

5'

k
2
k*
'1*

7
.3
0

6

?

8 3 11
2. 2- 0
0
0,-0*

25

i

Mex* aleieets Mexv
Hex* aselects White
Hex* s;elects Begro

1>8
2*11
0 0

k
3
0

3* 15 1 1 ’ 2 ' 17
5, 5 5 0' 5
1
3
0 0 0

k

White selects White
White selects Begro
White selects Mex*

5 6? 20 98
35-65 k? 108 •xo‘
0
3
2 2 0
1 2 2
2
1
3;
2
3
0<
1- 2

12

Totals

itf 99 .63 132 139 98 U? 13k

739

5

Per
Gent

±m

TABLE XVI

FRIENDSHIP SELECTIVITY BY GRADE* TOTAL SELECTIVITY,
AND PER -GENT GE SELECTIVITY AS EXPRESSED BY
NEGRO* MEXICAN AND WHITE STUDENTS IN
THE BUTTONWXLLOW SCHOOL SYSTEM

K 2

3 ,k 5

6

Totals
7 8.

£• 1 3 0 6
5 X 3 l

Negro selects Negro
Negro selects White
Negro' selects Mex*.

0
2
0

0
1
0

Mex, selects Mex*
Hex* selects White,
Mex. selects Negro

2
2
1

0

3

White selects White
White selects Negro
White selects Mex*.

6
0
1

9 3k li*. 15 33 25
0 0 l i 0 l7 2 0 i 3 i•

Totals
Legend t

0

0
2

6
2
1

0

0

0
0

2 11
1 3
0 1

i

0

2

15
13
k

5
5*

26
16

0

Xk 20 52 22 2k 5k W>'
K * Kindergarten

Per

k
136

3
15
232

08.3
2.0

Responses were not secured .from all classes in either
the Buttonwillow or the Wasco schools, thus limiting partic
ularly the number of Hegro responses in both schools.
Because of this limitation placed upon the, individual
grade response, the validity of percentages secured may be
questioned.

4s an example:

fable Ilf shows that response

was secured from only one Begro student from the second
.grade in the Buttonwlllow School, while eleven responses
were secured from a like.grade in the Wasco School.
As racial selectivity was unfavorable in the 'Wasco
School, it seemed probable that the attitude within the
school could be improved.
As a method of determining attitudes towards numerous
questions by which attitudes would be reflected, an ^Atti
tudes Reaction Questionnaire*^0 was designed.

Further, it

was desirable to know whether the migrant child, would
express different attitudes than those ©f the native born
Californian*

By evaluating the results by grade, one might

determine whether there was a gradual isolation of races as
the child neared maturity.
Responses were received from 266 students.

Percentage

of responses^ as expressed by grade, by children native born
I&See Appendix C.
U B e e fables IH-II.

to California and by'migrant ■■children are tabulated*

Com-

19

posites-* of responses from-all- grades, representing per-*
cent ages of favorable- and unfavorable responses are- tabula*
ted*

Favorable responses^ are represented by a plus(f}

sign, and unfavorable responses are represented by a minus
{-) sign*
For the purpose of meaningful evaluation of the
Attitudes Reaction Questionnaire,n the questions were
grouped into categories*(1) which express the child*s
attitude responses that were influenced by the home, (2)
those attitude responses toward each other that were ex
pressed as a result of play contacts while under school
supervision, (3) attitude responses as expressed while- at
play not at school, ■{■&) attitude responses expressed by
teacher-pupil relationship, (5) attitude responses as ex*
pressed by personal relationships, (6) attitude responses as
expressed by social relationships, (?) attitude responses
expressed by antipathy for'each other, {$) attitude responses
as expressed by prognostic inference, and (9) attitude
responses as responses are expressed by self-esteem*

3^See Appendices E - G.
13See Tables 11 - XI.

,Analysis of the Findings#

fo determine the relation-

ship of racial attitudes within the Wasco. Elementary School'
system,, the Thomas deffarson School was selected*

Students

in the fifth through the eighth grades attend this school*
The purpose of the "Racial attitudes Reaction
Questiollnairel,^^ given was to obtain direct responses to
direct .questions;
of reaction;

Ho attempt was made to estimate degrees

The questions were of single choice, to be

answered "Tea" or "Wo"; according to the student’s under
standing of the questions, and his personal reaction to each
At a teachers’ social meeting; before the question
naire, was presented to students; an explanation was given
as to the nature of the questionnaire and the method of
presentation;

A suggestion was made to each teacher that

she spend at least two days of social science periods to,,
initiate the groundwork for the questionnaire; the back
ground to cover the students’ responsibilities to each
Other, both in and out of school, definition of race and
nationality, contributions of races and other related
information*

Several teachers refused to administer the

questionnaire because, in their opinion, it would aggravate
a situation which they felt did not exist*

^ S e e Appendix C*

Enactions of teachers may be illustrated by a state*
stoat made by one teacher*'

She abated her objectIona were

baaed on a fear that' her white boys- and girls would get the
idea that she approved of their association 'with t?eg?o$$..» or
approved of entering, the home of a gegro (in reference to
one question in the questionnaire}*

She further stated she

would not permit a child of her own to enter the home of a
legro*.

-Following considerable discussion# the teacher

administered the questionnaire and became a supporter of
the problem of Improving racial relationships*
Because of direct refusal and lack of cooperation on
the part of teachers#" attitude responses were obtained from
only

236

white students and

30 legro

students, a total of

266

students in the Thomas Jefferson School, or less-than, half
the total enrollment#

Of those questioned, 54*4 per cent

were migrant students,-having been in the state of California
aa.average of

4*6

years,*

Since the migrant boys and girls# with the exception
of one student# had come from states having no Civil lights
laws# percentages of attitude responses were figured as to
native born Californians and those migrant to the state#
This was done to determine comparative attitude responses*
Saeh grade level was considered In computing percent
tages of favorable and unfavorable attitudes*
computations^ are illustrated*

These

73
Further concentration of groups^ was made by includ
ing both native born Californians ana migrant students to
show the general attitudes, favorable and unfavorable of
both groups as expressed by whites and Negroes*

These

figures are illustrated by grade and composite of all grades*
To expedite the reader’s interpretation of the evalu
ations of attitude responses, the following breakdown of
questions has been made with reference to categorical
segregation of questions:

1*
2,
3.
4*
5*
6.
7*
8.
9.

Questions (3-4), (5-6), (7-8), (11-12), (17-18),
(23-24) - Home Influence
Questions (9-10), (29-30), (31-32) - Play under
School Supervision
Questions (27-28) - Play Outside School Supervision
Questions (43-44-45-48) - Pupil-Teacher Relation
ships
Questions (13-14), (15-16), (35-36), (37-38) Personal Relationships
Questions (49-50), (51-52) - Social Relationships
Questions (19-20), (33-34), (39-40), (46-47) Antipathy for Each Other
Questions (21-22), (25-56) - Prognostic Inference
Questions (41-42) - Self-esteem

Each of the above categories is dealt with separately, with
analysis of favorable and unfavorable responses and reasoning
as to the causes for such responses*
Home Influenced Attitudes^?*

Inspection/Table III

seems to indicate that parents do make considerable effort
to try to influence their children to get along with the
16gee Appendices E - G*
17see Table III, pp. 74-76

TABLE III

PERCENTAGE OP FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDE
RESPONSES INFLUENCED BY THE HOME, BY GRADE
AND COMPOSITE, FOR WHITE AND NEGRO STUDENTS
NATIVE BORN AND IIGRAIIT TO CALIFORNIA
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-

o /

WiWW—

o

<$./5$

Items
,S
5.
6*
3* Hr*
* ^
7, 8 , 11, 12,
17, 13, 23, 2k

/ cgfc? If

£Cr

°*cr jr&c? H S &
b’o

!
f
z
I
/
c **$
^ Jp I **tjp / #sy

-vA' <"yAT
«J / 3 A
«?4/ < » &

wh /ftrh //^

0*S

rzxsrrrs
Grade ,5
Items 3 & if.

Yes
■No
Items''5 St 6
Yes
Ho
Items 7 & 8
Xos
Ho
Items 11 & 12 Yes
Ho
Items 17 3s 13 Yes
Ho
Items 23 & 2lj. Yes
Ho

Grade 6
Items 3 it %
Items
Items
Items
Items

Ye3
Ho
Yes
5 & 6
Ho
7 3s 8
Yos
Ho
11 & 12 Yes
Ho
17 & 18 Yes
Ho
23 & 2 lj. Yes
No

,I.

■+29 9 6 *6
- 1
3*1|
*15 50*
—lq. 4.6 ,6
-1 0
33,3
419 63,3
+23 7 6 ,6
- 7 23*1|- 5 1 6 ,6
425 83.i|.
- 6 20*
42lj- 8 0 .
425
- 2
412
-15
- a
419
4ll^

92.5
7.5
iii-L*k
56;?

25

9 6 .1

1
18
8

3.9
69.5
30.5

5
21

1 9 .2
8 0 .8

6
0
6
0
2

!|

6
73.
0
27.
6 23.1 1
20 76.9 5
i|. 15.3 2
22 8 4 .7 1K
4.

19
7

51

96.3
3.7
30 56.6
23 I* 41<I«
8 15.1
2 9 .6
70. ij. hs 8k.9
51.8 III. 83.1
-1 2
9 1 6 .9
■ H
- 3 1 1 .1 11 20.7
♦2 lj. 8 8 .9 h-2 79.3
3. 15.
- 5 18.5
422 81.5 h-5 85.
2

100*
0.
100*
0,

2
0
2
0
1
1
2
0

100*
0*
100.
0,
50*
50.
100.
0.

1 6 *6
1
8 3 *14. 1
33,4 0
6 6 *£ 2

50.
50.

3 M
6 o*d
100*
0*

3 100.
0.
0
3 100.
0
0*
0
0*
1
0
0*
3
2
1
1
2

6 6 .6

33*4
33,
0 0 .6

5
2
6
1
1
6

7

0
2

0.
100.
714
2 8 *0

85*7
14 *3
lit43
65*7
100*
0*
2 8 *6
7 1 .4

5
Items
0
0*
3
57*1
1
0
0
*
3
43*9
k
Note: Any Instances where combined percentages in any one
item do not enual 100 per cent, the difference between the
total and 100 per cent Is due to per cent of students ques
tioned not responding*

TABLE III (CONTINUED)
PERCENTAGE 0 ? FAVORABLE AHD UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDE
RESPONSES INFLUENCED BY THE HO:®, BY GRADE
AND COMPOSITE, FOR WHITE AND NEGRO STUDENTS
NATIVE BORN AND MIGRANT TO CALIFORNIA

.

Items
3, '
7, b. ii,

"N
©// -t0
•O
o
/ (q

...

9
*

12,

s ? / «

17, 1 8 , 23, 24

0 f*
Grade
items 3 &
Items
Items
Items
Items
Items

Items
Items
Items
Items
Items

4

Yes
No
Yes
5 & 6
No
7 & 3
Yes
No
11 & 12 Yes
No
17 & 18 Yes
No
23 & 24 Yee
No

Grade 8
Items 3 &

4

75

Yes
No
Yes
5 & 6
No
7 & 3
Yes
Mo
11 & 12 Yes
No
17 & 18 Yes
v f
No
23 & 2*4 Yes
No

412
- 2
* 7
- 7
- 3
*11
4 8
- 6
- 3
411
- 1
*13

85.7
it. 3
50.
50.
22.8
77.2
57.1
t-2.9
22.3
77.2
7.1
92.9

430

86.k

-

1 3 .0
61}..7

4

422
-1 2
- 2

*32
*23
-1 1
— 0

♦3t
- 1
.33

35.3
5.8
9t-l
6 7 .6

£4

8 88,8
1 11.2
k 44*
5 55.
2

1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1

22.2

77.3

7
t 1A4
5 55.6
1

11.2

8 33.3
2 22,2
7 77.3
39
t
25

18
10

9*3
>

8.1

(1.9

33
31

32 it 12
6
Q.
100,
37
2 .9

11

97.1

32

lk.

4
1
5
0
0
5
5
0
1

4
1
4

80
20
100
0
0
100
100
0
20
80

20

80

100.

0

.

100.
0.

Oii
100.
100.
0.

0;
100.
0;

100.

4 66;6
2

5
1

0
6

5
1

0

6

33;4
8 3 .4

16; 6
0.

100

,

33.4

11.6
0.

100;

2

4

Note: Any instances where combined percentages in any one
item do not equal 100 per cent, the difference between the
total and 100 per cent is due to per cent of students ques
tioned not responding.
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TABLE III (CONTINUED >
PERCENTAGE OF FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDE
RESPONSES INFLUENCED BY THE HOME, BY GRADE AND
COMPOSITE, FOR WHITE AND NEGRO STUDENTS
NATIVE BORN AND MIGRANT TO CALIFORNIA
&

-y
■o
V

~N
O

•aj

0

“ d>“N
•O' # e*^

Items
3, k» 5, 6,

W

7, 8 » 11, 12*

'

“N
-5?.
o

*0^/

17, 18, 23, 21\.

X/**, & /

j
Composite
items.3 & 1-1-

>0*
.*
0■*

p LY

/
'
F>P'’ j S ^ / ^
5^ -*0
« zr
0
<0/

^r.

Y.
Yes +96
No - 9

91A

0*6

123 92.9
8 7*1

Yes +$k
No -4.0

52.9

77 £3.8
5k 1*1.2

Yes - 2 3
No +8i

2 1 .9

77.1

1 06

Items 11 & 12 Yes 468
No - 3 6

6£*8

A
12
k

75. '
25.

ill1 100 .
0.
0

ik

8 7 .O
12.2

25 19.1
80.9

2
12

3 4 .3

2 12.5
lk 87.5

98

3q.*2

? M

33

9 2 .8
7 .2

15

2 5 .2

13

Items 17 & 18 Yes -1 1 10 .k
No +9 I4. 8 9 .0

107

Items % & 6
Items 7 & 8

Items 23 os

Yes -13
Ho +92

3 8 .1

12.k
87.6

13
1

9 2 .9

7.X

85.7

2

9^.8

1

2k 1 8 .3
8 1 .7

3
11

21 ,k
7 8 .6

3
13

13.7
81.3

25 1 9 .
81.

3
11

21.k
78.6

5
11

31.2

106

68.8

Note: Any instances where combined percentages in any one
item do not equal 100 per cent, the difference between the
total and 100 per cent Is due to per cent of 3 tudents ques
tioned not responding.

A

opposite race*

the table also reveals possible stories

carried home by the two races from school, which are very
favorable -in the. fifth and .sixth grades, but increase nega
tively as the child progresses through the grades*

Percent

ages show an overall picture of less favorable attitudes on
the part of migrant parents and their children towards the
opposite race than do those parents and -children who have
been long residents of the state of California*
Questions {23-24!, rrBo you ever hear your parents
say that colored people will be unfair to you?*., and the
reverse for the degrees, portrays good,examples .of home
influence by both native born -and migrant parents*

The

fifth grade native born children showing 20 per cent of their
parents giving their children the attitude that fegro people
will be unfair to them,may be compare^ wMi figures in the
same grade level of 15*3 per cent of migrant parents instill
ing the same idea.

However, when the eighth grade was

reached, in the same question we find only 2.9 per cent of
students responded from the native born group that parents
tell them the Hegro people will be unfair with them, against

25.#

per cent of the migrant group,
There is a possible explanation*

First, considering

the native adult group, we find these people firmly estab
lished in the community.

The older child is evidence of the

longer period of time these people have been established.

flie longer these people are established and prosper, the
.less- threat any migrant .group becomes to. their economic
welfare*,,

therefore* less discussion goes on in the home

relative to prejudices toward racial ..groups*,

the- migrant

group becomes a necessity to the ■well-established farmer* or.
any other business.*.

By the, time the. child has reached, the

eighth grade,: parental indoctrination of racial prejudices
has been .firmly implanted in. the mind of the child*,

fhis

explains in part the 20 per cent negative response in the
fifth grade against only 2*9 per cent, in the 'eighth .grade*
Contrary to these figures, consider the -migrant, group*
fhe.se people came bo California with hopes of bettering
their economic conditiom*
opportunity*
moved West*

California signified the .land of

fhe South offered little to them, thus they
their morale was low,, leaving them on the

defensive when they arrived here*
white-and legroes*
in the South*

^

this applies to both

trust between Uegroes and whites was low

Fifth, grade responses show that white students

reveal 15*3 per cent of their parents believe the Regro
cannot be trusted*

Both the white and U egro.migrant groups

have been here only a short time*

A look at the eighth

grade,., migrant students* responses^, reveals parental'
attitudes have increased negatively to 25*8 per cent regard*
ing racial trust towards the Hegro*

18See fable III, p. 74-76.

The iegro* A e t h e r a native born or migrant seems to
be a definite threat to the white migrant in industry.

The

white adult thinks he should have the jobs obtained in the
fields by the iegro*

On farms in the Wasco area, more and

more negroes are being hired in preference to the white
migrants*.

Some farmers believe the Iegro is a better worker

and more dependable than the white migrant*

In most in*

stances.* both the white migrants and Hegroes come here from,
states, where complete segregation and much distrust is
prevalent*

Doming here* the white migrant worker finds him*

self living in close proximity to the Iegro* finds himself in
competition with the Iegro.*, and often finds the Iegro selected
for labor in preference to him.

Therefore* the white .man ex*

presses his distrust of the legro through his children*^*
This distrust seems to Increase the longer he stays*
it the opposite side of the table, is indicated legro
responses as expressed by the native born, and the migrant
worker.

For convenient comparative figures* question 24

has been selected, being comparable to question 23 for
whites* and also-: revealing parental, attitudes of trust
toward the white man*
Child responses in the fifth grade show the child as
native born* although it is likely the parent is not native
born to California.

Eesponses showed that of these native

W g e. "fable III, * awtio* 23, p. ?S»

born fifth graders* 33*4 per coat report that their parents
distrusted white people.

Corresponding to this, we find the

migrant Iegro chili- expressing the attitude that IOC per
cent of the Iegro adults trust the whites#

ipon reaching

the eighth grade.* .33#3 per cent of the same migrant groupreport- that their parents distrust whites* while #©■. per cent
of the native horn Iegro children in the eighth .grade report
that their parents distrust whites#
from, interviews with many adult Hegroes* conclusion
was drawn as to why parental attitudes exist in regard to
trust*

the native horn Iegro child has parents who were

horn outside the state of California#
here ten years or longer#

The parents have been

In such case*, according to the

fifth or eighth grade responses, the legroes have had the,
chance to live among the white** and have seen their,
children mingle in and out of school with the whites#

They

indicate that the white' man' has used them only as a tool of
necessity*

Saving been released from the bond* of complete

segregation in the South* the Iegro finds* instead* nonacceptance in the Meat*
subtle manner*
wanted*

He is^ made to feel he is wanted* but not

A lurking bitterness is ip his mind.

of California#
plight#

H« is exploited in many ways in a

He is a part

The Iegro does become adjusted to hi#

When the child is young, he hears bitterness ex
pressed by his parents; the parents who are not yet oriented*
As the white man discovers the Negroes* domestic
ability, the Negroes become more and more in demand*

The

Negro becomes dependent upon the white man, and gradually
his attitude of trust increases.

At. last he can talk to a

white man and not feel 100 per cent humbled*
Consider now the new-comer*

Before coming to the

West the Negro from the South has been subjected to every
injustice that could be devised by the minds of man*

He has

heard of blessed acceptance in the West, that some white men
can be trusted.

The child hears of the wonders of the white

school where he will attend*

He wants to believe*

fhis is

OA

shown by attitude responses'^ of the fifth grade child*
Negro fifth graders, having been here a short period of tiB%
express their parents1 trust in the white people as 100 per
cent*

However, the Table shows that

57*1

per cent of the

Negro students, after reaching the sixth grade level,
express their parents1 distrust of white people , As the
Negro adults explained during interviews, things were not as
they had hoped.
snobbery.

Their children were unhappy because of

It was necessary to make explanations to their

children, from which the children concluded their parents
distrusted white people*

the increased negative attitudes

■of trust because modified as students- became eighth graders*
the boys- are 'recognized for their athletic ability,

they

are •of 'service to the school#.. More favorable reports go
heme* thus the parents express abetter attitude through the
child*21

The composite depicts attitude responses expressed by
whites and Segroes in all grades,? -when native born and
migrant students were taken-as a group.#
At mass meetings with-the iegro people* child attl*
tudea influenced by homes were discussed#

the fegro people

were very 'cooperative* agreeing to refrain from discussing
racial hatred in the presence of their children#

The legroes

were anxious that their children- be. recognised by white
associates■# They agreed that;.*--group, they are res.pon~
sible for many unfavorable attitudes expressed by their
children#

They feel their .efforts towards a better inter*

racial understanding will not be equaled by the white race.#
Possibly flegre adult attitudes can be changed by recognition
of the minority groups in the schools.

There 1$ as much

potential leadership* proportionately, among the Megro youth
as there is among.the white.
Attitudes ■Resulting. from-Flay Under School tuner*

22

vision#

The six questions in this category express

^ S e e "table III, Item 24, p. 74-76.
2% e e fable 1?, pp.

&<W, Item 9-10,

29-3®, and 31-32.

TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE OP FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDES
RESULTING FRO?.! FLAY UNDER SCHOOL SUPERVISION,
BY GRADE AND COMPOSITE, FOR WHITE AND NEGRO
STUDENTS, NATIVE BORN AND MIGRANT TO CALIFORNIA

O'?

^<2
Item3
9, 10, 29, 30,
31, 32
~
/Ny

Of

£
?&

rw1awl

‘
Grade 5
Items 9 & 10

Yes
Ho
Items 29 & 30 Yes
Ho
Items 31 & 32 Yes
Ho
Grade 6
Items 9 & 10 Yes
Ho
Items 29 & 30 Yes
Ho
Items 31 & 32 Yes
Ho
Grade 7
Items 9 5b 10 Yes
Ho
Items 29 & 30 Yes
Ho
Items 31 & 32 Yes
Ho

*21
- 8
+22
- 7
- 5
+25

73.3
23.3
1 6 *6
634

*21
- 6
+20
- 7
- 2
+25

77.7
22.3
?lj-.i
25,9
74
92.6

+ 8
- 6
+ 9
- 5
- 0
*xif.

79*,
26.6

57*1
li2,9
ok, 2
35.8
0.
100.

20
6
18
8
2
2l{.

76.9
23.1
69,6
304
7.7
92.3

5
0

l{-5
8

3
0

3?
Ik
3
50

81^.9
15.1
73.2
26.8
54
9q4

7
2
7
2
1
8

77*3
22*2
77.8
22* 2
11» 2
88*8

3
2
2
k

3
0
3
0

2
0
2
0
334’ 0
06,0 2

334
0*
50.
33.3

100,
0.
100,
0.
100,
0.

5
2
6
1
2
5
1
0
1
0
0
1

10 0 .
0.
100.
0.
0*
100.
714
28.6
85.7
4.3
28*6
714
100.
0*
100.
0.
0.
100,

«m U*~

Hobo: Any instances where combined percentages in any one
item do not equal 100 per cent, the difference between the
total and 100 per cent is due to per cent of students ques
tioned not responding.
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TABLE IV (CONTINUED)

PERCENTAGE OP FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDES
RESULTING FROM PLAY UNDER SCHOOL SUPERVISION,
BY GRADE AND COMPOSITE, FOR WHITE AND NEGRO
STUDENTS, NATIVE BORN AND MIGRANT TO CALIFORNIA

Grad© 8
Items 9 & 10

Yes ♦27
No - 7
Yes
Items 29 & 30
♦27
No - 7
Items 31 & 32 Yes - 1
Ho ♦33

Composite
Items 9 & 10

Yes ♦77
No -27
Items 29 & 30 Yes ♦7§

No -2 6
Items 31 & 32 Yes

~

8

No ♦97

794
20,5
794
2 0 .6

2.9
97.1

37

86.
Ik*

k

33

76*8
2 3 .2

3

0*

2
1

k3

100*

k

6.

10
0

73.* 109
22
23.7
97
7k. 3
2k* 7
3k
7.6
6
92* it 125

0

83.2 12
,lo*8 0
Ik*
2 o•
k
k*9 6
95.1 8

80*
0*
60 .
20.
20.
80*

6
0

5

100.
0*

83.k

6

1 6 *6
0.
100*

8 1 .1l ik
0.
2

8 7 .5
1 2 .5

6k. 3 ik
28*6 2
k2.9 2
57*1 ik

87.5
12*5

1
0

1 2 *5
8 7 .5

Note: Any instances where combined percentages in any one
item do not equal 100 per cent, the difference between the
total and 100 per cent is due to per* cent of students ques
tioned not responding*

attitudes of white and IJegro students relative to general
play, game: play, and desire..to hurt one another while play
ing#

Responses show the attitude of liking to play with

each other increased favorably from the fifth grade" through
the eighth grade,

the attitudes of the migrant white stu

dent toward general play during school-supervised time 1©
more favorable than that of the native born.

Also, res

ponses indicating a desire to injure the Hegro during games
seem to be more frequently thought of fey the white native
born student than the migrant child.

This follows through

the grades.
The .general attitude of, the ffegro towards playing
with the white' 'Student is more favorable than expressions of
the white students toward playing with Hegroes in both
native born and migrant groups,and throughout the grades#
However, attitudes towards organised games and desire to
injure'the white students are expressed' more unfavorably
nbyn the Negho students.
Reasonable explanation may fee given to the a feove
favorable and unfavorable attitudes,

it is reasonable to

assume the migrant child would rather play with the Hegro
child during general play at school because of the carry
over from close associations in' play ■outside of school,
this may apply also to the attitude© in the same direction
fey the Hegro .child#;

Both the migrant white child and the

migrant Negro child live in areas of close proximity in the
Wasco area..

Because of-the close association, play \fith

each other outside of school is natural*

the native born

Negro child lives under similar conditions as the migrant
in the same area*

Play habits and associations arc carried

to school.
However, in organised games, the Negro migrant child
feels he is left out unless he has exceptional ability.

The

feeling of -being 'fouled purposely is shown by resentment to
decisions against them.

The Negro migrants* attitude^

seems to be superior to that of the native born Negro child*
This may be understood by the continued lack of recognition
of the native born Negro,

Attitudes relative to games in

crease favorably through the four year span from fifth
through .eighth grades because of more organised games and
other athletic activities.

The sense of fairness is

recognised more by both whites and Negroes as they become
older.

Attitudes tend to become more favorable as maturity

is reached,
Injury to the white boy seems to indicate an express
sion of insecurity by the Hegro boy,

It is an expression of

color and an expression of being excluded,

This Is expressed

more by the native born Negro child than the migrant childe
23see Table IV, pp. 83-34-.

The migrant child -feels., in coming West, he may fee accepted*

The native born Hegro child-seems to think from .an early age
that he- is not,, and therefore,.-the expression of the desire
to injure is possibly .greater than that of the migrant
child.
The one place where morale and attitudes are most
favorable is .during track and field events.

There is little

question as to the superiority, of the Hegro student,
In the squad system of athletics, if a Hegro boy
becomes captain of a squad-, he generally chooses first the
members of his own race, regardless of whether or not the
individuals chosen are capable-.

This practice is not so

evident among the white .captains.. White-captains recognise
athletic abilities among -the Hegroes*Attltudes Pertaining to Play Outside School Super
vision,%

to interesting picture of inverse ■relationships

between native born students and migrants from the fifth
through the eighth grades is pictured in this table.

The

native born child, both white and Hegro, shows, increased
favorable attitudes towards each other as maturity is
reached , while the migrant child expressed a decrease in.

favorable, attitudes in play relationships as maturity is
reached..
‘•%ee fable V, Iteas 27-28, j>. 8 8 .

PERCiamss op p a v o r a b l k /a u d u n f a v o r a b l e a t t i t u d e s
PERTAINING 10 PLAY OUTJj.DE OP SCHOOL SUPERVISION, BY
GRADE AND COMPOSITE, M R WHITE AND HEGRO STUDENTS
NATIVE 30RIT AND "JIGRAyT TO CALIFORNIA, III THE
THOI3AS JEFFERSON ./SCHOOL, UASCO, CALIFORNIA
~'\ /
O /
'jy /

</.-^i3^'
v

Grade 6
Grade ?
Grade 8
Composite

,

q ~s

£

*12
-18

kO.

60.

16
10

Yes
Ho

•♦13
-13

48.1
48.1

2k

Yes

* 5

35. 8

4

Ho

- 9

61;..2

Yes
Ho

*18

52,9

-1 6

4 7 .1

•*48

45.7

-56

53.3

AJ-/

ft/
M f t

,

7
/ //V

y V / At’
*

f t j/ ^
^C?/ O . / v'<
-. ° / ^ / t
0# A
*s//*S*^ /
^
//
P*
1" .Xi , $/-&*>/ £>.£// ?< S?*#'
<v v
v
^ /r

Yes
Ho

Yes
Ho

ft

Q'v./vff J? >

It eras
27 and 28

Grade 5>

■'S'/
,o//

29

5

6 6 ,6

2

38.5

2

334

0

45.2
54.8

2
1

6 6 ,6

5

334

2

2 8 ,6

1
0

100.

6
0

100.
0,

61.5

t-0,

55.6

itit•2
2l\. 55.8
63
68

it Bo,
i 20,

if.8,1 10
£
51.9

?l.k

28,6

111-

2

100.
0.
714

0.

‘87.5
12.5

Hote: Any instances v/here combined percentages in any one
item fo not equal 100 per cent, the difference betv/een the
total and 100 per cent is due to per cont of students ques>
tioned not responding.

Considering the native born white and Hegro children*
we find a close association since first entering school*

In

the first and second grades* we find them mixing together
freely,, with little regard for color*

Arriving, at the fifth

grade, in both groups, prejudices seem to begin to register
as a result of parental pressure*
differences is felt more keenly*
separated*

A recognition of racial
Flay associations become

Unfavorable attitudes are expressed.*

This re*

lationship becomes less strained as organised athletics are
begun*

Some of the lost confidence in each other is re

gained*

The organisation begins in the school and'is carried

over to play habits outside the school*

As maturity is

approached, influence of the parent is less regarded*
Decisions are made by the individual*

Possibly one of the

most influential factors is that the native born races do
not live In close' proximity as do the migrant groups*
phrase nintimacy breeds contempt** is applicable*

the

Sense of

value being somewhat higher among the native born group
would explain the expressions of a higher regard for the
opposite, race as the child reaches maturity*
The white child, native born to California, thinks
the Hegro child will not infringe upon his economic security
or social standing*

There is nothing to lose in passive

play associations with the Hegro boy*

The Hegro child finds

90
it m
child*

advantage to cultivate the good will of tha white
Therefor.#.*. bettor attitudes are expressed as maturity

is approached*
Considering the migrant group, a different relation*
skip is revealed.

On the fifth grad# level, both white and

Hegro children are relatively m m in the: area*

Living

conditions are similar and the children live in close
proximity#

the white child, and the hegro child., coming

from states where there is race segregation in schools,
indulge in a new experience*

the Hegro boy is anxious,

although reluctant, to develop friendship with the white
child*

Q m amuses the other*

thus far, neither t%m b m n

socially accepted by the native bora group*

Qm. the basis

of these assumptions, it is natural that .more favorable
attitudes toward play associations would be expressed*
4s progress through the grades is made, the white
boy finds a closer relationship with the native bora white,
both socially and in sports*

Living standard# may not have

b m n raised, but the bid for social recognition of his own
race is made*

Therefore, attitudes to play become more

favorable toward the Hegro child a# maturity is reached*
The Hegro child see# himself gradually cast aside by
the white child of the migrant group*
He la usually one year older for the same grade*
he is more mature physically*

thus

Denied social recognition by

the white group^tiew interest, among their own group. ist
founds
tio%

Sex contributes a great deal to the gradual separa*
It seems evident from the above statement that a

declining expression of favorable attitudes would result
among the migrant Hegro group*

Further explanation is

expressed by "Fineberg^s
Children from many diverse groups will play freely
together, in fact, will often participate wholeheart
edly. in general group activities..- But as they enter ‘
their teens, young persons frequently discover to their
dismay.,'a growing aloofness,,on the part of those with
whom they have previously associated.*
the above evaluations are pictured for the two races for
native'born, and migrant groups on the t a b l e d
It 'will be noticed that the attitudes expressed by
the Megro student toward play outside of school are superior
to those of the white student.

It appears little can be

done about adverse expressions of attitudes as long as the
deplorable conditions exist.
Living conditions are as different as the color of
the shin*

frue enough, as expressed by many established

legro and white citizens, there are groups of both races
who would not live differently if the chances were provided.
As expressed by the president of the Colored Ladies Club,
during an interview, "We are doing our best to inspire these

26 See

Table ¥, p.

88,

Items 27-28,

people to live on a higher seale~*meet higher standards.1
1
the same charming lady bemoaned the futility of doing much
about the old generation, long used to subjugation and being
kept in their place*

However, she agrees that through

education of the younger generation and an attempt at a more
14be rai> social acceptance by white society, strides can be
made toward breakdown of the social barriers now existing,
farious clubs and church societies in the Wasco community
are most active in working toward these objectives.
Through investigation it was found that the greatest
efforts were made by members of certain church denominations
generally attended by the so-called ,flower class" of
citizens; a group of down-trodden, impoverished, highly
emotional people.

The members of this impoverished group

will not attend Parent^Teachers meetings in the school for
reasons of feeling their clothes are not good enough I
Possibly other organisations should extend their
services to these people, rather than to expect the im~
poverished to come to the organisation.
The Boy Scouts of America could do much for the under
privileged boy, but in many instances, the Wegro boy is
denied or discouraged from joining certain troops.

fiSUSSflgS
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Questions 43, 44, 45, and 4$ are relative to this category,
27see Table VI, Items 43, 44,'45 and

46,

pp. 93-94.

TABLE VI

PERCENTAGE OF FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDES
EXPRESSING TEACHER-PUPIL RELATIONSHIP, BY GRADE AND
CO:.!POSITE, FOR WHITE AND NEGRO STUDENTS
NATIVE BORN AND MIGRANT TO CALIFORNIA

93

J

Items
14-3* M l .

isSt li.8

$
mPv

Grade
item T3
Item l^k
Item
Item 1+8
Grade
t
gy.'— 6
Item
k3
Item kk
Item k5
Item lj.8
Grade 7
Item "To
Item kk
Item k5
Item

Yes
Ho
Yes
Ho
N.
w.
B,
H*
w.
B.
Yes
Ho
Yes
Ho
H.
W.
B.
H.
w.
B.
Yes
Ho
Yes
Ho
It.
•w.
B.
H.
XI,

k
0

k
3.3

9*

14.6.1
0.
j^6.9
(il*V 91

0
1
1

3
0
0

3

86.8 1
13*2
81.1

0.

6I4,

0.
0•

73.6
100*
0.
33 .

ff:f
0.
77.7

11.1
.3

0

3
0
0
0
2
0
1
1

66.6
0.
66.6
0.
1 6.6
16.6

50.
0.
0.
50.
33 .k
0.
100 .
0.
0.
0.

66,6
0,
33.3
33.3

i
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
2

5
1

3
k
1
0
3
2
1
1

5o,
0.
100 .
0.
0.
0.
50 ,
0.
0.
100 .
71 .k
ik* 3
k3.9
57.1
ik*2
0.
k2.8
28,5

ik* 2
114.2

1 100.
0
0.
10c.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

TABLE VI (CONTINUED)

PERCENTAGE OF FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDES
EXPRESSING TEACHER-PUPIL RELATIONSHIP, BY GRADE AND
COMPOSITE, FOR WHITE AND NEGRO STUDENTS
NATIVE BORN AND MIGRANT TO CALIFORNIA

Items
11-3* kk1 kb

tHiessessssest
Grade 8
Item
Item WtItem
Item fj.8
Composite
Item k3
Item
Item k5
Item

I
Yes
No
Yes
No
N.
w*
B.
N*
w.
B*

-•32.
- 2
♦2!i
- 2

9 M
5*9
7 0 *6

5*8
0.
0,
♦3k 1 0 0 *
0
0*
0 1 3 6 *t
8 6 .k
*3 0
-

0
0

3U- 9 0 *6
9 9.4
23 76*7
2
k *6
0
0.
k
9+3
36 83.7
0
0.
!i 9.3
35 8 i*k

2
1
2
2

ko.
20,
ko.
ko.
3 60*
0
0.
2 ko •
0
0.
3 60.
2 ko.
.

k
1

6 6 .6
1 6 .6

3 So.
3 So.
1
0

5
1
1

1 6 .6
0.
8 3 .i1.
1 6 .6
1 6 ,6

3 50.

•

Yes
No
Yes
No
IU
w.
B.
N.
W*
B*

+95
- 9
+66
-1 1

- k
^
+81

- 1
-2 1
+68

9 0 *k
8 .6
6 2 .9

113
18

93

10.5
M *8
k

12

77*1
*9
20.

9^
1
14
90

%

* €

8 6 *2

13*8
70*9
9*2
2 *2

3.

7 1 *8
*8

8.7
68.7

10
0

7i*k 14
0*
1
9 6k* 3 9
2 ik* 3 7
k 2 8 .6 2
1
7*1 0
7 50.
9
0
0.
3
3 2 1 *4 . 2
6 iij. * 0 6

87.5
6 .2
5 6 .2
lj.3 .8
1 2 .S
0 .

56. 2
1 8 .7

12.5
37.5

xsjBcarsussa

Legend: N* » Negro
W. - White
B» * Both
Note: Any instances where combined j>ercentages in any one
item do not equal 100 per cent, the <llfference between the
total and 100‘per cent is due to per cent of students questioned not responding*

and are evaluated as a group,
\

the expressions of froth whits and Megro students

*/

towards their teachers are reflections of the individual
teacher ami the influence the teachers m y
particular' grade level*

93

and

94) 90,0

4s

have upon the

pictured on the. table, .(pages

per cent of fifth grade white students

expressed.favorable attitudes as to the teacher*# fairness
toward them,

this declines gradually until the eighth

grade, where only

85,3

ness from the teacher#

per cent of students indicate fair
the decline is much greater as

expressed fry the tfegro student; 100 per cent expressing
favorable attitudes in the fifth grade compared to
cent in the eighth grade towards teacher fairness#'

75

par

the

greatest expression of unfairness by teachers is found to
be in the .sixth and eighth, grade levels, as expressed fry
froth white and Begre students,
Considerable time was spent in attempting to deter*
mine the cause of unfavorable attitudes in these grade
levels.

Conditions revealed that unfavorable attitudes

among the iegro students were quite justifiable, as a result
of influence of teachers and administration*
One sixth grade teacher openly discussed **her niggers
withim hearing of legro and white students*
from the -South*.

The teacher was

All teachers were aware of her; feelings'

and of her outspoken remarks*

It can scarcely be assumed that the administration
was unaware of the attitudes of this teacher.

The foregoing

statement explains, in part, the attitudes in the sixth
grade level* as to pupils*' expression of teacher trust and
liking for them.

This example serves to demonstrate how

vitally important it is for teachers to develop correct
attitudes toward racial groups# and the possible role which
should be assumed by administrators$
Finally * in the eighth grad©., seemingly passive
acceptance by the teachers toward the Megro youth la found*
Ko actual program was developed in the Wasco school system
where democracy and the ideals of the American way of life
could be practiced.

Students on this level begin to recog

nise racial prejudices and look for them among their white
associates*
.Complete harmony would.not be likely to exist unless 1/
both Megro and white students expressed faith in teachers.
Recognition that both would be treated alike, and that the
teacher would as soon teach one race as the other, would
indicate a trust in teachers*
Attitudes of Personal Relationship* ^

15-16,

and

37-3#

Items 13-14,

sought to get at the child* s relationship

^ T h i s section on "Attitudes of Personal Relationship"
refers to Table VII, pp. 97-9$, and should be used in con
junction with Appendix d*

TABLE VII

PERCENTAGE OP FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDES
OP PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP, BY GRADE AND COMPOSITE,
FOR WHITE AND NEGRO STUDENTS, NATIVE BORN
AND MIGRANT TO CALIFORNIA

97

JP

Items
13, lit, 15, l6
35, 3 6 , 37, 3B

V
'V1-#
V sA oA // ,•«.
A
Qr/V / 3 > y 3 S

Grade
Items 13

Yes
Ho
Items 1 $
Yes
Ho
Yes
Items 35
Ho
Items 37 & 38 Yes
Mo
Grade 6
Stems™ 13 a 1 4 Yes
Ho
Items 15 a 16 Yes
Ho
Items 35 a 36 Yes
Ho
Items 37 a 38 Yes
Ho
Grade 7
Items 13 a 1 I4. Yes
Ho

r

420
-10
423

- 7
4. 8
-22
41 1
-19

42
417
* 7
♦ 6
-21

4 Q
-13

4 9
«* 5

Items 15 & 1 6 Yes 4 9
Ho
Items 35 a 36 Yes
Ho
Items 37 a 38 Yes
Ho

<&y*yj®r

- 5
4 3

33*3

0

Ij.

85.2

4&

86,8

2

66,6

1 4 .8

7

13.2

1

33.if 3

62,9- 45 84*9
25.9
7 1 3 .2
22.2
15.
77.8
45 85.
1 4 26.4
39 73.6

64,2
35*8
64.2
35*8

8
1

7 77.8

-1 1

77.2

2
1
8

4 4
-10

23.5
71.5

I

22.8

8 8 .8
1 1 .2
2 2 .2
1 1 .2

- 88.3

3 loo,
0
0,
3 100.

1

3 100.
0
0.

4
3

0

6

0.

1
0
1
0
1
0

57.1
5.3*9
85.7
34.3

43.9
57.1
57.1
43.9
100.
0.
100,
0,
100.
0.

it

Mote: Any Instances where combined percentages in any one
item do not equal 100 per cent, th© difference between the
total and 100 per cent is due to per cent of students ques
tioned not responding.
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TABLE VII (CONTINUED)

PERCENTAGE OP FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDES
OF PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP, BY GRADE AND COMPOSITE,
FOR WHITE AND NEGRO STUDENTS, NATIVE BORN
AND MIGRANT TO CALIFORNIA

Items
13,

Ik, 15, 16
35, 36, 37, 38
s’

Grade 8
Items 13 & 14 Yes
No
Items If? h 1 6 Yes
Ho
Items 35? 2c 36 Yes
No
Items 37 & 38 Yes
No
Composite
Items 13 2c l!{. Yes
No
Items 15? 2s 16 Yes
So
36
Yes
Items 35 &
No
Items 37 & 38 Yes
No

*33
- 1

97.1;

*2 8
- 6

82.3

2.9

17.7
9 2 6 .k
-25 73.6
4 9
2 6 .k
73.6
-25

.

435 81
-2 0
*77

-25
426

-79
*3 3

-72

10.
73.
23.
2 k.
75.
31

40

93.1
6.9
36 33.7
7 16.3
13 30.2
30 79.8
14 32.5
29 67.5
3

118
13
1 12

A?

1001

0

0,

0

0.

Ji1

80.
20.
kO.

6

100 •

0

2
3

9 0 .1
9 .5
8 5 .k

13
1
13

17 I3.il
33 25.2

1

98

7 4 .8
2 8 .3

37
94 71.7

6 100.

5

8
5
10

4

.

60
kO.
60 *

2

::k
2

9 2 .8 13
7 .2
3

92.8 15
7.2 1
57.1
35.7
71
28

0/

8 1 .3

18.7
93.3
50,

56.2
43-.8

Note: Any instances where combined percentages in any one
item do not equal 100 per cent, the difference between the
total and 100 per cent is due to per cent of students ques
tioned not responding.

to friends* and to .home visitations between the two races.
The attitude of pride in having a ffegro friend (Item 13*44}
as expressed by- the white, students seemed to be -more pro**
nounted on the eighth grade level than on any other grade
levels*
the composite figures for all grades of native born
students, however*, show that 81*4 per cent of the students
expressed the attitude that they would be proud t o ,have a
colored friend,, while our It ems 15-16 of the same table and
group only

73*3

per cent of the students responded that they

actually had a colored friend*, These figures seem contrary
to what one would .expect and would cause-, one to wonder
whether the- students expressed what.they thought would be
socially acceptable, though they actually did not select
Hegro friends*
Similar responses made by the total white migrant
group show that.

90*1

per cent of those students expressed,

an attitude of pride in having legro friends*, while Items

15-16

of the same table and group indicate that only

85*4

per cent of the students actually had a Hegro friend*
Thus* a comparison of the native born students* responses
with those of the migrant group* shows a somewhat greater
per cent of selectivity by the migrant group for members of
the race*

100
It is interesting to note that friendly relationships
are carried on through visitations by both races#

36

and

37-3$

Items 35~

indicate that visitations between the colored

and white native born and migrant students are similar at
all grade levels#

Indications are that Negro students visit

the homes of the white student more than white students
visit the homes of the colored students*

36-37

Responses to Items

by the native born white group throughout the grade

levels indicate a gradual decline in visitations to the
homes of the white student by the Negro student*

Contrary

to this* as indicated by the migrant white student, the
visitations of the Negro student to the white students*
homes slightly increase from grade level five through seven,
with a falling off of visitations at the eighth grade level*
This could be due to a bid for social recognition by
the migrant colored group, but as maturity is approached and
the realisation of social exclusion is apparent, visitations
become less*
Attitudes of Social Relationship *^
51-52 are of this category*

Items 49-50 and

These items cover a situation

where different races might be brought together through a
social function and the attitudes covering such a situation*

'
' '^This "section on ”Attitudes of Social Relationship”
refers to Table VIII, p* 101, and should be used in conjunc
tion with Appendix C*

TABLE VIII

PERCENTAGE OF FAVORABLE AND NNFAVORABLE ATTITUDES 101
OF SOCIAL RELATIOHSHIP
B
,Y GRADE AND COMPOSITE, F
V/HITE AMD NEGRO STUDENTS NATIVE BORN AND
MIGRANT TO CALIFORNIA

• Items ■
49, 50, 51, 52

OP
&

As

i f

%

Grade 5
Items q.9 & 50
Items $1 Ss 52
Grade 6
items- Ij-9 & 50
Items 51 & 52
Grade 7
Items 1^9 & 50

Yes
No
Yes
No

>, 7 2j,
-20 6
♦ 8 2 6 .6
-17 56.6 13 50.

Yes
No
Yes
No

-r 7
-19

45,2
3 0 .2

-15

28
24
16
28

Yes ♦ 4

20v 5

4
4

44.4
4 i-4

2
6

2 2 .2
6 6 ,7

4 6

71..5
Yes ♦ 7 -5 0 s ,
- 6 42,8
No -10

Items 51 & 52
Grade 3
items !|.9 & 50
Items 5l & 52
Composite
Stems

50

Items 51 & 52

52.8

25>9
70.3
22.2
55.5

52.8

3 50*

1
2

16.7

2
1
1
1

66*6
33*^
3>* 3
33.3

33*3
3 50*

* 7 20-,6 11 25.8 2 kO*
-22 64,7 31 72-. 3 v0<#
♦ 3
3.8 10
1 20.
2 40.
-25 73.6 30

Yes
No
Yes
No

+25
-71
*24
-6 3

50

38.2 7
52.7 5
38 29,
k
77 58,8 6
69

50 .
35.7
2 8 .6
4 2 .8

50*
a.
50:*
5o>

3
2
6
0

0
1
0
1

Yes
No
Yes
No

23,8
67.6
22.9
60.

1
0
1
1

23.5
35.7
0*
0%

100..
0:*
100 .

4
2

66*6
33-k

1?

6^6

8
5
7
0

50,
31.2
43*8
37.5

Note i Any instances where combined percentages in any one
item do not equal 100 per cent, the difference between the
total'and 100 per cent is due to per cent of students aues'
tioned not responding,
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In this category., more students failed to answer the ques
tions than in. any- other.

The failure is due, primarily,, to

the fact that in the Wasco area, no social functions are

y

sponsored' for inter-racial youth-associations' outside-the
school*

In the school, an occasional rhythm period occurs.
Inspection of":the composite of all grade levels, both

native horn and migrant students (items-49*50 and 51-52)
shows the attitudes towards.-social- and personal contact with
•>

the -opposite race are more frequent, among -migrant children
than-the- native born, with favorable attitudes towards ■any
.personal contact' being more commonly expressed by the legroo
As" an -example. Items 49-50 show that 23.3 per cent of the
native born'white, students responded that, at a' party theywould choose a Hegro partner while

36.2

per cent of the

migrant students responded that they would choose a Hegro
partner.

Fifty per cent of both native born and migrant

Megro students responded that they would choose a white
partner.
the unfavorable attitude© expressed by the white
students’ possibly indicate a feeling of revulsion towards
any personal contact with Hegroes.

The more favorable

attitudes as expressed by the Hegr© could be 'caused by the ^
Hegro? so desire to be accepted*
Seemingly, as the white m i Hegro youth approach
maturity| social standards have been firmly established and

little expression is given to the desire to have personal or
social contacts with the opposite race.
Attitudes Representing Antipathy for Each Other*3®
Items 19*20, 33-34, 39-40, and 46*47 represent this cate
gory » these items deal with attitudes regarding trust,
desire to injure, hatred, and heing seen with the opposite
race*
It ems

19-20

show that grade levels fifth through

eighth for the native horn whites expressed similar atti
tudes of trust toward the legro*
tudes

(94

students,

The most favorable atti

per cent) were expressed by the sixth grade
this may be contrasted with

66*6

per cent of

favorable attitudes that were expressed by the fifth grade
students.

Responses made by migrant students for the same

items in grade levels six through eight indicate that
attitudes expressed by these grade levels were less favor
able by grade than those expressed by the native born stu
dents;

The highest per cent (83*1) again was expressed at

the sixth grade level, and may be contrasted with the least
favorable attitudes at the fifth grade level*

percentages

indicate that; with the exception of the fifth grade level,
attitudes expressed by the native born white students were

^®This section on ^Attitudes Representing Antipathy
for Each Other*! refers to Table IX* pp. 104-105, and should
be used in conjunction with Appendix C*
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TABLE XX (CONTINUED)

PERCEHTAGE OP FAVORABLE AHD UHFAVORABLE ATTITUDES
REPRESENTING ANTIPATHY FOR EACH OTHER, BY GRADE
AND COMPOSITE, FOR WHITE AITD NEGRO STUDENTS
NATIVE BORN AND FIGRANT TO CALIFORNIA

Items
19,

20,

33,

3h

39, '1*0, *!■ , 1-7

Grade 8
Itoms 19 & 20 Yes * 2 9
35.3
Ho - 5
Ik* 7
0.
Items 33 & 3 lj- Yes - 0
i
No' +3 !]- 100*
38.2^
Items 39 & lj-0 Yes - 1 3
Ho ♦21
61,8
8.8
Items ij.6 & lj.7 Yes - 3
No + 3 1
91*2
Conposlte
Items 19 & 20 Yes ♦81
77.1
No - 2 3
21*9
6.6
Items 33 & 3^4* Yes - 7
No ♦ 9 3
9 34
Items 39 & !|0 Yes - 2 7
25.7
No *7 o
72*3
Items lj.6 & lj.7 Yo s -10
9.5
8k *8
No ♦89

8l.k
8 18.6
1
2.3
lj.2 9 7 '.7
35

1
£

20.
80.

0

0.

6
0
1
5
0
6
2

100.

3

50.

0.

l6.6
3 3 .lt0.
100.

83. 7

It- 80.
60.
3
lt.0.
2
0
0.
5 100.

Si.

3

19.

9

3 5 . 7 15
61}..3 1

6.1

2

1 U-.3

123

93.9

11

73.6 13

81.3

29
99

22.1

($\

\ __ 6* 2

75.5

35.7 1
6 q .3 1 5

16
103

12.2
78.8

13

92.9

39.5

26
5
36

106
25
8

60.5
11.6

9

0

0.

'3 3 .4
'93.8
6.2
■1 8 , 7

3

93.8

It10

62.5

Note: Any Instances where combined percentages in any one
Item do not equal 100 per cent, the difference between the
total and 100 per cent is due to per cent of students ques
tioned not responding.

more favorable than those expressed, by the migrant students#
However, the composite (Items 19-20} shows identical favor
able attitudes expressed by. both native born and- migrant
students#/ this was brought" about'by the difference in
attitudes expressed by the native born and migrant groups
at the fifth grade level#
the composite (Stefas

19-20)

indicates that only 35*7

per cent of the native born students expressed the attitude
that they could trust a white student., while

93.8

per cent

of'the migrant students expressed the same attitude*

These

figures see® significant*
One might rationalise that the expression of present
or future'distrust harbored in the minds of the ffegro and
white' child seems directly influenced by the parent and the
social ostracism permitted by the school*

'Usually trust is

developed by one individual for another individual.

This

trust or distrust is magnified or moderated according to the
actions'of the individuals*

Racial trust Is different in

that feelings of trust or distrust toward an entire group
may be brought about by actions of the entire group and is
directly influenced by the actions of a few influenced
individuals.
Seeds of distrust are easily scattered in the school.
'To illustrate this statement, reference is made to observa
tions in one of the schools*

Through information obtained

from teachers who had been in the system for a number of
years, it was learned that certain teachers, including the
principal’s wife, were never obliged
child*

to teach a Negro

Indignation was openly expressed by those teachers

at the mention of having to teach a Negro child*

One

teacher stated that as a result of being assigned several
Negro and Mexican children, she was actually ignored and
looked down upon, or, as she put it, treated as If she had
been dragged from an alley.
Such expressions from teachers, and such actions
tolerated by administrators, are undermining factors respon
sible for the feelings of distrust harbored in the minds of
children in school systems*

The actions are spread to the

adults where rebellion is expressed before children*
The desire to do violence or injure the opposite race
seems to be much less developed in the white child than in
the Negro#

However, the favorable attitudes registered by

„

ail grades in this respect far overshadow the unfavorable*
The composite
as expressed by both

figures for all grades (Items 33~34)
native born and migrant white students

show small and similar expressions of disinterest in the
desire to injure the

colored student —

native born students

and

6*1per

6*6

per cent of

cent of the migrant students

expressing such unfavorable responses*

For individual grade

the greatest tendency to do injury (20'per cent) is indicated
by the native horn students at the fifth grade- level*
the same items for the m m p m i be for both native horn
and migrant tfegro students indicate a noticeable degree of
tendency to do harm or injure the white- student*

fourteen

and three^tenths per cent of the native born students would
he so inclined, while II*? per cent of the migrant responses
indicated they would desire to- do- injury to the white- student*
the composite .figures for all grades (Items 39*40)
show that there is a marked degree of hatred between the
#

llegro and white students with hatred being expressed more
Commonly among'the native born white students (25*7 per
cent) and native born Hegro students (35*7 per cent)*

By

grade the attitude of hate seems to increase ,as the student
progresses in maturity*

Expressions of hatred ranged from

18*5 per cent by sixth grade native born white students to

32*2

per cent by eighth grade students of the same group*

Figures Indicate that 7*6 per cent of fifth grade migrant
white students responded that they felt hatred for colored
students while

39*5

per cent of eighth grad# migrant white

students responded with hatred for colored students*,

the

greatest degree of hatred expressed by any group was that
expressed by the native born eighth, grade students (38*2 per
cent)*

Although the sampling was ©mall,

60*0

per cent of

the eighth .grade Negro students responding indicated that
they felt hatred for white students*Composite figures for all grades {Items 46*47) show
that

9#5

per cent of the native born and

12*2

per cent of

the migrant students expressed the attitude that they would
be ashamed to be seen with a Negro friend*
cate* for the same items* that

92*5

Figures indi*

per cent of the native

born legro students and 25.0 per cent of the migrant Negro
students expressed the attitude that they would be ashamed
to be seen with a white friend*

This range of attitude

responses seems quite significant*
As a result of the above figures* the opinion might,
be expressed that the white boy has little to lose if seen
with a Negro boy*

He is still accepted by his white peers#.

He will not feel the impact of ostracism by his group as
will the Negro boy if he becomes too friendly with the white
boy;

Rather than a personal shame by the Negro student* it

is a fear of condemnation by his own group that causes him
to express his shame of being seen with a white friend*
Attitudes of Prognostic Inference* ^
25*26 are in this category;

xterns 21*22*

A comparison of the composites

for all grade levels* both native born and migrant white
students (Items 21*22} indicates that similar attitudes were
^ T h i s s e c t i o n on wAttitudes of Prognostic Inference®
refers to Table X* p* 110f and should be used in conjunction
with Appendix 0*

expressed' by both groups*

fhe attitude that legroes would

bo m f a i r was expressed by

22*9

par cent of the native born

white students and- the same '-attitude was expressed, by

22*1

per-cent of the-'migrant .white'students*
i?o\set pattern of•attitudes is recognised throughout
the'grades (Items 21-22)* but' differences of attitudes are
/
\
■indicated', between the native born and migrant white students
on the' seventh and eighth grade levels*-

Fourteen and three-*

tenths per cent of the-native born white seventh grade
students revealed that they felt Segro students would-be
unfair* while

33*3

per cent of the migrant white students,

responded unfavorably to the same item*,

twenty-two and

nine-tenths per cent of the native born white eighth grade
students expressed the attitude that jKegro students would be
unfair* while

30*2

per cent of the' migrant students respon

ded unfavorably to the same item*
the number of Hegro students responding to items

21-22

was small* however* the composite figures indicate that of
those responding:*

5-0 per

cent of the native born and

37.5

per cent of the migrant students expressed, the attitude that
white students would be unfair*
Only a small per cent of white students at any grade
level indicated a belief that fellow legro students should
not have as good employment as they* upon becoming adults
(Items

25-26)*

%n a school where,democracy is supposed to be -taught,
one can scarcely account for .the 14*2 and IS.7 per cents of
.responses made by the native born and migrant ftegro .students
respectively, indicating the attitude that they should not
have as good employment as the white student when they
become adults*
Possibly at an early age a sense of value is not i n . y
terms of the future* but more directly influenced by the
immediate environment*

The community and school environment

dominated by the white students and adults could be respon
sible for the negative attitudes towards the future*
Altitudes, of Self-Esteem*32
category*

Items 41*43 are of this

the composite figures for all grades* both native

born and migrant students (Items 41*43)* indicate that 6*6
>

per cent of the native born students and 3*8 per cent of the
migrant students were not proud of feeing white•

$o reasons

for this attitude on the part of white students were ofe*
tained*
the native born colored students indicated no nega
tive responses to the same item* but 12.5 per cent of the
colored migrant students indicated they were not proud of
their color*

It was interesting to note, during tabulation

of the results of the questionnaire* that positive responses
made by the Hegro students were not Indicated by the statement
' 3 % his sect ion on **Attitudes of Self-Esteem” refers to
fable XI* p* 113, and should be used in conjunction with
Appendix C*
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TA3LE XI
PERCENTAGE OP FAVORABLE A1TD U JP WORABLH ATTITUDES
OF SELF E3TEE::, BY GRADE AITD C0"?03ITH, FOR V/IIITE A1ID
IJEGRO STUDENTS DATIVE BORIT AIJD FIGEAITT TO
CALIFOEITIA

Items
1^.1 and lj-2

*/

*>+$3/ ©Sr * '*»/

0.

Yes
No

+26
- 3

8 6 .6
10.

25
1

9 6 .1
3.9

6
0

100
0

0
2

100.

Grade 6

Yes
ITo

+2lj.
- 3

08.9
ll.l

9

0
3

9k *k
5.6

3
0

100
0

7
0

100.
0.

Grade 7

Yes
Ho

+lk
- 0

8
1

8 8 .8
1 1 .2

0
0

0.
0.

Grade 3

Yes
Ho

♦33
- 1

97.1
2.9

k3

100.
0.

Yes
ITo

+97
- 7

9 2 .1>
6 .6

126
5

Grade 5>

Composite

100.
0.

0

t6 .2
3.8

0 0

100.
0 ..

1^- 100 13
0 2
0

81.3
1 2 ,5

5

0

100

6

llotc: Any insi-; nccs v;hc e co'jjinec! percent' r‘Ca in any one
itcu do nrb cru. I 100 per cent, the difforencc between the
total and 100 per* cent is due to per cent of students ques
tioned not responding.

”Ies” as per instructions*

Suck responses to the question

of being proud of one1s color were found' as::

ttYou damned

right,” nVery muck so, ” ”Whab do you think.,” ”Say that
again,,” etc.*

Ko such statements were found among, responses

of white students.-*
One questions if such attitudes were expressions of
defiance to defend one*s color*

None should be ashamed of

his color, but when color becomes a barrier to the better
things of life* one can expect negative reaction*

Further

comments relative to the Negroes expression of color has
been made by Sutherland^:
Some youth really hate their Negroidness because of
the handicaps it brings them; and yet, because these
youth dare not express this hatred,-they cover their
feelings by going to the other extreme of praising
ail that is negroid*
Wasco, as a melting pot for religious denominations,
possibly influenced the negative attitudes expressed regarding
colort

-The interpretation,could have been* since one is not ^
that
responsible for his color*/there should be no reason for

being proud*

Or* it could have been an expression of

feeling of remorse*
As some teachers refused or neglected to' administer
the questionnaire* the number of expected responses for the

-^Robert I*. Sutherland, Color * Class * and Personality*
(Washington, D* C.: American Council on ‘fiducatlon^uT§'k^JJ
p* 49*

entire questionnaire for .each grade level and composite was
lowered.

Thus, the sampling, per grade level was inadequate

in some cases to provide evidence of comparative value*
Table V, items 27 and 28, shows that only one seventh grade
student responded positively to these items; showing a
percentage response of 100*

The sampling in this instance

does not provide sufficient evidence for a grade level
response to these particular items*

Similarly, Table VI

shows that one migrant Negro student responded positively
to item 43 * giving a 50 per cent response and indicating
one other student failed to respond to- the same item.

This

could indicate, that the questionnaire was improperly adminis
tered in this instance, the .student failed to understand the
question,, or was indifferent' in not responding*
Close study of the various tables will show similar
instances where, the number responding were so small that
limitations must be placed upon the reliability of the
p ere entages derived*
Percentages of favorable attitudes surpass unfavor
able attitudes in most instances as expressed by each grade,
but a more set pattern appears evident as the child approaches
maturity in grade level*

This could result from an inadequate

school program as weli as horn© influences*
To learn whether racial attitudes would be similar i n (
*

segregated and non*segregated schools, permission was reques

ted to have.. the same questionnaire administered to the
'Lincoln., School, in Bakersfield * California.

A. period of five

months was required to.obtain permission to administer the
questionnaire in the Lincoln School.

Approval of both white

and 'Megro P.T.A* groups, the School Council,, and Superintend
dent was necessary*

Final approval was given to administer

the questionnaire to one class of each grade level,, from
five through eight*
The Superintendent feared that since there were some
Mexicans in the school any referesc© to- Mexicans as being of
the white race would be detrimental to attitudes of the
Begro children*

The Superintendent selected four teachers,

whom.he knew would fee able to handle any difficulty. The
teachers,, prepared the students several, days in advance fey
discussing races and human relations#

Decision was made

that, two of the strongest teachers would give the question**
na.it© first#,

According to 1 r# Charles Holden, the Lincoln

School Superintendent * the reaction was more pronounced than
had been anticipated#

Because of outbursts.,.,, termination of

time was called before the questionnaire was completed#

In

reprisal, the students destroyed or marked in their diction-aries all pages -and words of iegro, black, and colored#
addition, they tore out those sections of their history
books pertaining to the Oivil War*

Mr* Holden stated he

In.

realised attitudes were bad.,, but not as bad as bad been
expressed*

The demonstrations were a-result of referring to

Mexicans as members of the white race, of the Negroes'1 own
living conditions, and rejection by white society, as
referred' to In the questionnaire*

Figures from this -school

were not obtained, but the reaction is worth noting*
the foregoing evaluations and conclusions were based
upon three years of earnest effort to overcome an unhealthy
situation within the communities and schools surveyed*

In instances where limitations have been placed upon
the number of responses derived from colored students, the
reliability of ..percentages given may be questioned*

However

the findings correspond closely with those found by others
interested in the same field of related research*
.Conclusions drawn are: related ;to a local situation
and do not mean to.include any areas other than the one
surveyed for this study*

mwmi
j#

pmmm®

the purposes of this study were to:
(1) determine the causes of unfavorable attitudes within
three schools and communities of Kern Oounty, Southern
California* by:
(a) examination of school records
(b) interview of high school students
(c) interview of teachers
(d) interview of school workers
(e) interview of counselors
(f) written affidavits expressing favorable and
unfavorable attitudes as observed by teachers
(g) on-the-job observations of experiments
(h) a survey of authoritative studies on racial
attitudes resulting from conflicts found in segregated and
non-segregated schools
(i) consideration of possible neglect of administra*
tive duty;
{2)

determine the favorable and unfavorable racial atti

tudes in the three communities and schools surveyed by:
(a() sociometric technique to determine racial selec
tivity, (Appendix B)

(b) use of Attitudes leaetion Questiounaire,

(Appendix 0)
(e) interview of parents by interview Questionnaire,

(Appendix D)
(3)

suggest a program whereby unfavorable attitudes might

be modified or changed and as a result more rapport among
white and Hegro students might develop*

Such program would

includes
(a) interviewing high school and adult groups of
Hegroes and whites to ascertain their personal, viewpoints in
regard to better relations
.(b) using of visual aids depicting inter-group rela-s
tionships for school and adult groups
(c) demonstrating abilities of both groups to stu
dents and adults
(d) fostering regard for and teaching of "human
relations^ by parents and teachers
(e) recognising leadership among the Begro students
(f) supervision of activities
(g) counseling individuals
(h) placing in the curriculum a program to develop
cultural and racial appreciation
(i) impressing white society with its obligations to
a democratic way. of life, and
(j) bringing the school to the people through programs
by the school.

three communities and schools of Kern County,
Southern California, were used in this study*

the eommual-

ties and schools surveyed werei
1«

iuttonwillow, California

2.

Wasco, California
Bakersfield, California

fhe ‘first study and experimentation in changing
racial attitudes through the curriculum was begun in 1946
and was continued through 1949.
Numerous interviews were conducted with administra
tors, teachers, high school students, social workers,
counselors, and club members throughout Kern County.
To obtain information as to inter-racial selectivity
of friends, a ^Racial Selectivity Friendship Sociogram" was
used as a technique in the Buttonwillow Union Elementary
School, iuttonwillow, California, and the Wasco Union
Elementary School, Wasco-, California#

Responses were ob

tained from 233 Buttonwillow students and from 739 Wasco
students.
To learn the comparative favorable and unfavorable
racial attitudes as expressed by migrant and native Cali
fornia children, an Attitudes Reaction Questionnaire*1 was
administered to grades five through eight of the Thomas

Jefferson school, a unit of the Wasco school system*
tions were secured'from 336 white students and

Eeae-

30 Iegro

students.
The same questionnaire was submitted to the Lincoln
School (for Negroes) in Bakersfield, California; but because
of pronounced adverse reactions by students, no figures were
obtained*

Causes of unfavorable attitudes within this

school were obtained through interviews*
To determine'attitude responses of the Negro adults,
an ^Interview Questionnaire” was administered' to 15 adult
Negroes.
School records were examined to show the yearly per
centage of increases in enrollment of races'for the Buttonwillow School,, between 1940 and 1951.

No figures were avail

able as to race for the Wasco and Lincoln schools for this
period.
Eacial concentration for Kern County in percentage as
of 1949 were obtained from Bakersfield Chamber of Commerce.
III.
1.

LIMITATIONS

No claim is made that the tests used in this

survey were scientifically designed.

They merely seek to

get at attitudes in a particular area.
2.
sociogram.

Friends only were chosen in the use of the
Jelections.might have been different if choices ^

had been made under different- circumstances -or on ■differentbases such as choosing work partners*
3*

Because students failed to respond to some of the

questions the computed percentages may mot accurately repre
sent true attitudes expressed ©n the ”Attitudes Eeactiom
Questionnaire.*
4*

the validity of the findings in the Lincoln

School may be questioned because of the differences of
©pinions of the teachers and principal*
5*

Attitudes as expressed by legro adults in the

Buttonwillow community may have been influenced by denial of
the use of the school for assembly*
6.

In administering the tacial Selective Friendship

Sociogram, responses were not secured from all classes in
either the iuttonwillow or the Wasco schools# thus limiting
particularly the number of legr© responses in both schools*
.Because of these limitations placed upon the indi
v i d u a l grade response on the sociogram# the reliability of
percentages secured may be questioned*
7.

Similar limitations apply to the ^Eacial Attitudes

Questionnaire*n

As some teachers refused or neglected to

administer the questionnaire, the number of expected re
sponses for each grade level was lowered*

the sampling per

grade level, being inadequate in some cases, provide evidence
of somewhat doubtful value.- fable f # items 2? and 2$, shows

that only one seventh grade $egro student responded posi~
tively to these items, showing a percentage response of 100,
The sampling in this instance does not provide sufficient
evidence for grade -level' .response to this particular item*'
Similarly, Table ?1 shows that one student responded posi
tively to item 13, giving a 50 per cent response.

This

indicates one other student failed to respond to the same
item.

This could indicate that the questionnaire was im

properly administered in this instance* that the studentfailed to understand the question., or was indifferent; in not
responding.
H.

Channeling answers by providing fixed responses

may not give a true picture of attitudes, and providing only
two responses does not allow for any measure of degree or
intensity of attitude.
if*

fimmm

As a result of the wSociometric,f and ’’
♦Questionnaire*
techniques used in the survey, the following statements
appear to be true:
X.

inter-racial and inter-nationality friendships

appear to be greater among children of the primary grades,
but there is evidence of prejudice even at this age level.
«•

2.

Racial 'segregation appears to become more pro

nounced as the child advances in grade maturity and is well

defined by the time he reaches the seventh grade*
3.

inber~raeial friendships appear more common in

the Suttonwillow School- where a curricular program for the
purpose of developing tetter racial understandings was
s u s tainedthan in the Wasco School, where Xlttl# effort
was made to incorporate such a program in the curriculum.
4*

There is evidence that child attitudes are

influenced by the home.
5.

In play situations there appears to be a greater

tendency for Megro students to want to hurt white students
than there is for white students to want to hurt Hegro
students.
6.

Flay associations while the child was not at

school seem more favorable among Hegro and white migrant
students than among iegro and white native born students*
7*

There was a greater tendency among flegro students

than white to express the attitude that teachers were unfair
and partial.
$.

Visitations between legro and white migrant

students appear to be more common than among legro and
white native born students*
9.

.At social functions there seems to be a. greater

tendency for the He.gro to select white partners than there- is
for white students to select Hegro partners*

10*

there appear# to be % greater degree of hate f pr

each other among ■Megro and white students of the fifth ami
sixth grade levels \bha*i at the seventh ami eighth grade
levels#
•-11#

attitude# ;in general amomg Negro ami white

migrant students were more favorable toward each other tham
those among Negro ami white students native horn to the
state of Oaliforoia#

'the study shows need -for sore attention to:
1#- ietermiiiing why attitudes among Negro ami white
migrant students are more 'favorable than attitudes among
Hegro and. white’native born students*
2*

determining-cause# of social severance at'the

eighth grade level*
3*.

further studying of racial attitudes in other

4#

reorganising the curriculum in order that- each

areas*

race may have a better opportunity to work together *
3*

improving .teacher .attitude toward the Negro*
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APPENDIX A
DIRECTIONS FOE ADMINISTERINO CHILD SELECTIVE
RACIAL SOCIOQRAM
Introduction:
1.

This Sociogram Is primarily a device to determine
individual attitudes in selection of friends#
In addition* it Is to determine the degree of
racial attitudes in their selection of friends
within this school system#

Procedure:
1*

Suggest to students that they are' going to play a
game#

2.

Try to isolate yourself from the group#

3*

Call each child to you and question him? n0f all
your friends* with which hoy or girl would you
rather play?fl 0 r f "Which one do'.you like best? Is
he colored* Mexican,* or white?1*

4#

Explain to the child that his choice does not have
to be someone in the room*

5*

At this time register in one circle on the sociogram
the first name of child making choice* In an adja
cent circle, write the first name of his choice*
Indicate in the circles whether children are Negro
by
white by nW n and Mexican by
♦
Use legend of connecting arrow lines on sociogram
to indicate direction of choice* Register child*$
name only once.

6*

Add additional circles if necessary.

7*

If isolation is impossible* call child, to you and
whisper your question and ask child to whisper his
answer.

B0

Teacher may then or later conduct a game in which
these friends play together* This completes
suggestion of a game.

Fleas© Indicate number of Segro, Mexican, and white
children in your room in place provided on socio*
gram.
Eeturn completed sociogram to your principal*

APFEKDEt B
M d E SELBCim BBBSHDSHIF SOCXOQItAH
legends
9* selects H* . *
9* selects W*
9. selects H* 7

*

W* selects W« x»x«x«s«z
W* selects 9«
IT* selects H> xxaoopaaat
8* selects M* x ^ - « - x
M# selects 9*
&* selects H.
ISo* Negroes
Ho* Ito lcan s
Ho* Whites
Examples
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APPENDIX €
ATTITUDES REACTION QUESTIONNAIRE
PURPOSE: The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine
how and why you think towards your fellow student,
DIRECTIONS: Read each question and determine whether it
applies to you. Some questions are to be answered only by
those of the colored race, and some are to be answered only
by those of the white race. Some are to be answered by
both colored and white races.
Read the question, and if you think "yes", place a circle
around "yes". If you think "no" to a question, place a
circle around "no"*
You need not sign your name, unless you wish to do so.
Your Age

Grade

1.

In what state were you born?

,

2.

How long have you been in California?

3.

If you are
to be nice

4*

Ifyou are of the colored race, do your parents tell
you to be nice to the white children? Yes No

5.

If you are of the white race, do you tell your parents
you like to play with colored children? Yes No

6.

If you are of the colored race, do you tell your parents
you like to play with white children? Yes No

of the white race, do your parents tell
to colored children? Yes No

you

7. If you are of the white race, do your parents ever tell
you not to play with colored children? Yea No
R, If you are of the colored race, do your parents ever
tell you not to play with white children? Yes No
9.

If you are of the white race, do you like to play with
colored children? Yes No

10.

If you are of the colored race, do you like to play with
white children? Yes No

11.

If you are of the white race, do your parents ever tell
you to try to make colored friends? Yes No
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APPENDIX D
ATTITUDES QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NEGRO ADULTS
Directions:

Below you will find a number of questions

which are of a nature to assist you to express your true
attitudes and feelings towards the white race.
to express your answers truthfully.

You are urged

Your name does not

necessarily have to be signed, but you may sign your name if
you wish.
The first three questions are for general information.
The remaining questions are to be answered wyesw or ♦’no*.
After reading the question and you feel you think ’♦yea* to
the question, place a check mark after f,yeatt.

After reading

the question and you feel you think ’♦no* to the question,
place a check mark after "no” .
Take your time and give each question careful con
sideration,

If you do not understand any question, raise

your hand and the person in charge of giving the test will
either read the question to you, or give an explanation of
the question,
1,

Do you feel, that if white people had treated you fairly,
your living conditions would be better? Yes
No

2,

If you feel that you have been treated unfairly by white
people, do you often discuss this ill treatment in your
home? Y es
No

3,

Are you happy with the work you now do?

Yea

No

4*

Do
you feel you have been denied theright to do work
for which you are better qualified? lea
Bo

5*

Do
you tell your children they may later have trouble
securing skilled positions or office jobs? Yes
No

6*

Do you feel that by going to school, your child will
eventually have an equal chance with the white child?

7.

Do you think that by sending your child to school, he
should have equal recognition as the white child?
Yes
No

6.

Do you think you were treated
when you went to school? Yes

fairly by white teachers
jo ..

9*

Do you think you were treated
when you went-to school? Yes

fairly by white children
No

10*

Do you feel that white people avoid you?

11*

Do

13*

Do you
N o _ __

13.

Do you frequently visit white people1s homes for friendly
visits? Yes
No

14.

Doyou often wish that white people would visit your
home? Yes , .’r-Mo ..

1J.

Do you mistrust most white people?

16*

Do you resent signs often found in cafes which deny you
service?- Yes.
Ho____

17*

Do you think merchants takeadvantage of you?
No

1$.

In your home, do you encourage your children to play
with white children? Yes
No

19*

Would you rather your child go to an all^colored school?
Yes .. No ... ,

white friends

visit your home?

Yes

Ho

.,

Yes

.

Yes.... No..... ...

feel! that you have true white friends?

Yes r

Ho. .

Yes

Do you feel your child* 3 teacher is fair' in ail ways
with him? Yes.
Ho
Do you -feel that- some teachers have been unfair t©.
your child? 'Yea
Ho.. . .1
Do you-feel that because your child is colored*
teachers are prejudiced against him? lea
lo

....

Does your child complain of white children being unkind
to him? Yee^
io.
Does,your child think his teacher doesntt like him?
Yes . ... Ho
Do you object to your child playing with white
children? Yes....
M o ...
If your son married;. &'white girl* would you willingly
and freely accept her as one of the family? Yes ...
io_
*•
If you had committed a crime * and a white man had com
mitted a like crime* do you think your punishment would
be more severe than hist Yes
.. Ho
Do you think that by education* the existing racial
prejudices may be broken down? Yes , ... Ho
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APPENDIX P
C 0:IP AH AT IVE COMPOSITE UliP WOEABLH PKTKJ1LITA31S,
BY GRADE, AS EXPRESSED BY STUDENTS HI TEE
WASCO SCHOOL SYSTEM

Grad©

5

Whit© Negro
Per
Per
Questions Cent Cent
3-4
5-6
7-8

9-10
11-12
13-lk
15-16

17-18
19-20
21-22
23-21}
25-26
27-28
29-30
31-32
33-3k
35-36
37-38
39-5-0
)]J}
,, ^
i|-6-k7
it-3
It-9-50
?i-S2

3*6
ko.
27.3
25.5
25.
21.k
lk« 6
19.7
27.3
25.5
18.
3.3
50.
27.3
12.5
lk. 3
66.1

69.6
13.2
7.3
9.1
2k-3
30.
17.k
k2.9

68.1
62.5

0.

0.
37.5
0.
0*
0.
0.

25*
25.
37.5
25*
37*5

28.6
2525.

28*6
12-5
25.
25.
0.
0.

33.3
0.
0,

20*
57*2

6

Grade

Grade

7

8

Grade

White Hegro
Per
Per
Cent Cent

Whit© Hegro
Per
Per
Cent Cent

White Hegrc
Per
Per
Cent Cent

20.
10.
10.
20.
26.9 10.

10.
52.2
21.7
3k -3
k7.0

10.k

13.7
lk. 6
17.5
20.
20.

30.k
17.k
17.k

5.
k7.5
20.
17.5

16.2
2.7
53.2
26.3
6.3
6.3
82.5
71.3
17.7
7.5
13.7
10.k

1.5
7.9
5.1
55.1

66.2

IlO.
‘O.

3°.
1}0.

50.
30.
20.
30.
10.
50.
20.
J}0.
30.
10.
0.

ll}.3
i}0.
16.7
22.2
66.7
33.3
12.5

26.1

21.7
13.
0.
60.9
3p.k
k.3
k«3

82.6
69.6
17.k
k-.3
0.
11.8
9.7

19.
38.1

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

63.6 100.
57.1 100.

33.9

15.6
16.9

27.3
9.1
0.
0.

29.9
5.2

9*1

16.9

9.1

7.8

16.9
23.k
15.6
1.7
51.9
22.1
1.7
1.7
71.k
70.1
8';. 9
1.7
Ik. 7
6.5
5.k

10.7
10.9
7k. 6

80.9

0.

H
36.k
k5.5
27-3
0.
9.1
27.3
9-1
10.

63.6
63.6
27.3
0.
25.
50.
36.k
20.
50.
k5.5
%.7
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6

COMPARATIVE COMPOSITE PERCENTAGE OP FAVORABLE
AMD UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDES OP ALL GRADES AS
EXPRESSED' BY WHITE AND NEGRO STUDENTS IN
THE WASCO SCHOOL SYSTEM

Questions

3-4
5-6
7-8
9-10
11-12'
13-lit
15-16
17-18

29-20

Favorable
Pei* Peat Per Cent

92*6
58.2
79,6
79.1
70.7
86.
81.8'
89.k'
79.6'
77*5'
Sit. '
97,1447.2

83.3
93*3
86.7
92.8
93*3
86.0
93*3
80.
66.6
56;?
73.lt
83,3
80;
79.2
73,4
02.7
55,2
63.3
80.
93*1

21-22
23“2k
25-26
27-28
29-30
31-32
33-38
35-36
37-38
,39-4o
41-42
43
44

94,1
94.1
25.
28.4'
75,8'
94,9
88,5
87.3'

,45

91.7

69*7

46-1+7
46

66.1
81.2 '

37,1
60*

49-50

34,9
30.6

60;

51-52

?4-5

64:4

47.8

Unfavorable
Per Cent,

